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EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

ALTERNATIVES OF LICENSEES

A report prepared by John N. Douglas under contrat to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

The Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations of the Atomic Energy Control Act require
that applicants/licensees indicate to the AECB what financial assurance plans they have made
to fund the decommissioning plan they propose to put in place.

We have determined through our own business knowledge from other projects, as well as
information provided by contacts in the banking, accounting, legal, investment and insurance
communities, what financial assurance plans might be available.

We have tabulated these alternatives, included explanations of how each might be
implemented, and recorded advantages and disadvantages of each alternative to both the
AECB and the applicant/licensee.

In addition we have ranked the alternatives in order of most suitable to least suitable, from
the AECB's perspective.

Although these financial assurance mechanisms have been tabulated with a view to
decommissioning of a uranium mine, they could be used in other licence or business
arrangements that require financial assurance.

RÉSUMÉ

Le Règlement sur les mines d'uranium et de thorium afférent à la Loi sur le contrôle de
l'énergie atomique exige que les demandeurs et les titulaires de permis dévoilent à la CCEA
les plans d'assurance financière qu'ils ont élaborés pour financer le plan de déclassement
qu'ils proposent de réaliser.

Nous avons déterminé, à partir de nos connaissances des affaires et des informations
obtenues auprès de nos relations dans les milieux bancaire, comptable, juridique, des
placements et de l'assurance, quels plans d'assurance financière seraient disponibles.

Nous avons compilé ces possibilités, ajouté des commentaires sur la façon dont chacune
pourrait être réalisée, et noté les avantages et les inconvénients de chacune autant pour la
CCEA que pour le demandeur ou le titulaire de permis.
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Nous avons en outre classé les possibilités par ordre décroissant d'efficacité du point de vue
de la CCEA.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of statements made or
opinions expressed in this publication, and neither the Board nor the author assumes liability
with respect to any damages or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information
contained in this publication.

I
I
I

Même si ces plans d'assurance financière ont été compilés en vue du déclassement d'une I
mine d'uranium, ils pourraient servir dans d'autres situations de délivrance de permis ou I
d'affaires exigeant une assurance financière.

I
I
I
I
I
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A. BACKGROUND

In the fall of 1994, the Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations of the Atomic Energy Control
Act were amended.

The Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement issued by the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)
provides the following background information:

"The revised Uranium and Thorium Mining Regulations (hereinafter, "Regulations"), augment
the AECB policy on decommissioning of uranium mines by the inclusion of requirements which
stipulate compliance with this policy. (The AECB policy on decommissioning is described in
detail in AECB Regulatory Document R-90, "Policy on the Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities".) The fundamental objective of the Regulations, as amended, is to ensure that the
costs of decommissioning uranium mining facilities, or components thereof, are borne by
industry and not by governments."

"The AECB requires that proponents, owners, or operators of uranium mining facilities develop,
finance and implement decommissioning plans acceptable to the AECB. Although mines that
have come into production in recent years have sought to minimize the accumulation (over the
lifetime of the operation) of liabilities for decommissioning by advance planning, technical
innovation, and on-going decommissioning programs, older operations have not in general
pursued similar objectives. These operations have, over their operating lifetimes, deferred major
decommissioning activities, thus accumulating significant liabilities which can only be discharged
by large capital expenditures prior to abandonment. Some operations have closed, or may close
in the near future, due to economic factors, leaving their liabilities outstanding. !n the event of
default of such operations, and the inability of governments to establish claim to any remaining
assets, the burden of the residual liabilities for decommissioning may transfer to the Canadian
taxpayer. "

"Prior to the promulgation of these Regulations, the options available to the AECB to ensure that
adequate financial and administrative arrangements were established for the decommissioning
of uranium mining facilities were deficient in fundamental respects. In particular, the existing
regulations did not compel proponents, operators or owners of uranium mining facilities to
establish and maintain specific financing arrangements to pay for those decommissioning
activities likely to be required. Further, these regulations did not authorize the AECB, in the
absence of an application for a decommissioning licence, to either impose such a licence or to
issue an order to decommission. Consequently, the possibility of prosecution was of limited use
as a means of encouraging compliance with the AECB policy on decommissioning."

"In order to assure that the above objective of the Regulations will be attained, they require that
the owners, operators or proponents of existing and future uranium mining facilities provide
financial assurances which are satisfactory to the AECB.
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Thc Regulations explicitly authorize the AECB, in the absence of applications, to issue orders
or to amend licences in order to require persons with responsibilities for the decommissioning
of uranium mining facilities to fulfil such obligations. Orders and licences may include
conditions which require the owner/operator of a uranium mining facility to provide to the
AECB various information pertinent to decommissioning and related financial assurances, and
may include prohibitions against disbursements from funds or other financial security without
the prior approval of the AECB."

"The Regulations do not prescribe specific approaches or mechanisms to be adopted to provide
the required financial assurances: They require that arrangements satisfactory to the AECB be
established while affording applicants or licensees the flexibility to advance for AECB
consideration the proposals for decommissioning and corresponding financial assurances that they
consider most appropriate to their particular circumstances or interests. The Regulations also
empower the AECB to require decommissioning by issuing an order to decommission to those
persons having a legal responsibility to do so, or by amending an existing licence without
receiving an application. Failure to comply with such an order or licence amendment would be
an offence under the AEC Act that could result in the imposition of penalties ranging from fines
to imprisonment, exercised on individuals or corporations under the AEC Act. The ability of
the AECB to enforce these amendments using the existing offence provisions in the AEC Act
is expected to encourage corporations and individuals (e.g. Officers and Directors of companies)
to discharge their responsibilities for decommissioning in an improved and conscientious manner.
Further, should an order or licence to decommission be issued pursuant to the Regulations, and
the recipient be unable to comply with associated conditions because of pending or actual
bankruptcy, the existence of the unfulfilled order or licence may in itself constitute a basis for
establishing some degree of Crown claim (for purposes of decommissioning) to any remaining

assets."

As indicated above, the revised Regulations require the applicant/licensee to:
(a) provide the AECB with a decommissioning plan
(b) provide the AECB with details of how the cost of decommissioning will be funded

The Regulations have been set up in such a way that the applicant or licensee presents the plan
for decommissioning and related financial assurances to the AECB, and the AECB determines
whether both are applicable.

The renewal period for a licence is usually 2 years.
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B. SCOPE

The AECB docs not suggest specific financial assurance mechanisms to the applicants/licensees.

The regulations require that applicants/licensees indicate to the AECB what financial assurance
plans they have made to fund the decommissioning plan they propose to put in place.

In order to be in a position to analyze, evaluate and react to various possible financial assurance
plans for decommissioning that applicants/licensees may present from time to time, the AECB
has asked for our comments on what some of the possible financial assurance plans might be.

We have determined through our own business knowledge from other projects, as well as
information provided by contacts in the banking, accounting, legal, investment and insurance
communities, what financial assurance plans might be available.

We have tabulated these alternatives, included explanations of how each might be implemented,
and recorded advantages and disadvantages of each alternative to both the AECB and the
applicant/licensee.

In addition we have ranked the alternatives in order of most suitable to least suitable, from the
AECB's perspective.

Although these financial assurance mechanisms have been tabulated with a view to
decommissioning of a uranium mine, they could be used in other licence or business
arrangements that require financial assurance.

For the purpose of this report, decommissioning funds do not include funds used for regular
periodic planned maintenance.

An Appendix of documents appears at the end of this report. It provides examples of some of
the documents that are discussed in the financial assurance mechanism alternatives. These
documents are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to be relied on to
indicate specific form/content that should be used. The AECB, and its legal counsel and its
financial advisors should develop their own specific forms for use with an applicant/licensee,
in a particular situation.

References to specific pages in the Appendix are in the form "APP 3" etc. to denote the page
number(s) in the Appendix where particular items are found.
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C. PRELIMINARY COMMENTS

1. Criteria for Suitable Mechanism

I
I
I

The development of suitable viable financial assurance mechanisms relating to the
decommissioning of a uranium mining site are difficult to achieve because: I

(a) A significant time (15-20) years may elapse between when the assurances are first
requested, and funds are actually spent on decommissioning. I

(b) Mechanisms which may be the most advantageous and secure to the AECB, may be most
costly and financially onerous to the applicant/licensee. I

Problems with item (a) can be minimized by tying the renewal of the licence (every 2 years) to .
renewal of a suitable financial assurance mechanism. If the applicant/licensee does not provide I
a suitable financial assurance mechanism prior to the renewal of the license, then the license
renewal would be deferred until one was put in place. Failing that, funds from the original •
mechanism would be used to perform the decommissioning. I

Item (b) is more difficult to resolve. i

A financial assurance mechanism that would give the AECB the most comfort would probably
contain the following characteristics: i

(a) minimal risk of applicant/licensee not paying for decommissioning
(b) maximum assurance that all money required for decommissioning will be available when

needed
(c) minimal AECB time spent administering the mechanism

A financial assurance mechanism that would be most satisfactory to the applicant/licensee would
probably have the following characteristics:

(a) minimal or no negative effect on cash flow
(b) minimal or no negative effect on borrowing power
(c) any monies paid would be tax deductible
(d) flexible enough to suit particular circumstances

Before one even studies the possible alternative financial assurance mechanisms in detail, it is
easy to see that what might constitute a suitable financial assurance mechanism for each of the
AECB and the applicant/licensee may be mutually exclusive.

Basically the AECB needs to be certain that the applicant/licensee or failing it, the mechanism
put in place, will have sufficient funds to pay decommissioning costs.
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Ideally, the AECB requires full and complete assurances and security for the amount of the
decommissioning cost estimate at any point in time.

Funds for decommissioning could decrease over time, due to work being done by the
applicant/licensee in advance of decommissioning.

2. Financial Analysis of Applicaut/Licensee or its Guarantor

Depending on the particular financial assurance mechanisms suggested by the applicant/licensee
and approved by the AECB, a financial analysis of the applicant/licensee or its guarantor may
be required, prior to the mechanism being accepted by the AECB and the license being issued
or renewed.

In these circumstances, the AECB should carry out a financial analysis of the applicant/licensee
and/or its guarantor using at least the following procedures:

1. Commercial credit check
2. Review of audited financial statements

- statements to be less than 12 months old
- audited by firm of Chartered Accountants
- ratio analysis

- working capital
- quick ratio
- debt to equity
- profitability
- other

3. Review of budget (and related assumptions) for each of next 3 years
4. Review of business references
5. Review of ownership names, backgrounds etc
6. Review of management team
7. Relationship and activity of other corporations in the group
8. Individual credit check of owners
9. Review of personal net worth statement of owners
10. Location of assets (country/province)

The applicant/licensee is required to submit estimated costs of decommissioning.

AECB should request that the information presented by the applicant/licensee include an
estimated cost to decommission as of the end of each year that the mine is in operation.

The purpose of this is to ensure that the company recognizes, and the AECB is aware of, the
cost to decommission each year, in case the operation ceases unexpectedly for whatever reason.
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3. Which Cost Estimates Should Be Used ?

The estimated decommissioning costs provided by the applicant/licensee should represent the cost
to have some outside organization do the work and not represent the cost of labour and materials
to the company of doing the decommissioning itself.

If the company is unable to do decommissioning using its own staff and resources, the AECB
would have to co-ordinate the decommissioning.

The cost to decommission using outside contractors could be significantly higher than the cost
estimated by the applicant/licensee to do it internally. This would be the case whether the
operation ceased unexpectedly, or whether it was at term and the company could not proceed.

Assume the following:
1. A project's life is 20 years
2. The estimated cost to decommission the site accumulates evenly and at the end of 20 years

is $10,000,000. This represents the cost to the applicant/licensee if they do work with
internal resources.

3. An outside contractor's profit on decommissioning jobs is 10%.
4. The decommissioning work is done in Ontario where the sales tax rate is 8% and the GST

rate is 7%.

The table on the next page shows the difference each year for 20 years of the cost to
decommission if the work is done internally by the applicant/licensee compared to the cost if
outside contractors were used. The table and the accompanying graph show that at the end of
year 20, $12,650,000 would be needed to pay for decommissioning costs if the work was to be
done by subcontractors outside the company. Therefore if the AECB accepted the
applicant/licensee's estimate of $10,000,000 and the applicant/licensee was unable to pay for the
decommissioning costs, there would be a $2,650,000 shortfall when it came time to
decommission the site.

The table shows the shortfall for any year if the project were ceased prior to the 20 year term.
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The table below shows the comparative amounts by year of decommissioning costs completed
by an applicant/licensee internally, versus completed by outside contractors.

TABLE 1
DECOMMISSIONING COSTS - INTERNAL VS EXTERNAL

(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

YEAR

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

INT
COST

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

5,500

6,000

6,500

7,000

7,500

8,000

8,500

9,000

9,500

10,000

EXT
COST

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

5,500

6,000

6,500

7,000

7,500

8,000

8,500

9,000

9,500

10,000

EXT
PROFIT

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

750

800

850

900

950

1,000

EXT
TAX

82

165

247

330

412

495

577

660

743

825

907

990

1,072

1,155

1,237

1,320

1.402

1,485

1,567

1,650

TOTAL
EXT

632

1,265

1,897

2,530

3,162

3,795

4,427

5,060

5,692

6,325

6,957

7,590

8,222

8,855

9,487

10,120

10,752

11,385

12,017

12,650

DIFF

132

265

397

530

662

795

927

1,060

1,192

1,325

1,457

1,590

1,722

1,855

1,987

2,120

2,252

2,385

2,517

2,650



DECOMMISSIONING COSTS
INTERNAL VS EXTERNAL COMPLETION

AT YEAR END
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D. WHEN ARE DECOMMISSIONING FUNDS NEEDED ?

A determination of WHEN decommissioning funds will be required to be spent should be made
early in the analysis of financial assurance mechanisms.

Initially, one might think that the funds would be needed only at the end of the life of the
uranium mine, when the site is no longer in operation.

In fact, some funds may be needed much sooner, as follows:

(a) At any time over the life of the mining operation if the mining activity ceases because:

(i) the applicant/licensee voluntarily stops mining sooner than originally planneù

(ii) the applicant/licensee involuntarily stops mining because of:

- intervention by the AECB or other regulatory body
- financial failure

(b) For interim maintenance, pending decommissioning

Therefore, any available financial mechanisms must be able to start to deliver funds for
decommissioning or interim maintenance pending decommissioning, at any time during, or at
the end of the mining activity.



I
E. CASH AND CHEQUES •

METHODOLOGY •

The applicant/licensee pays cash or certified cheques to the AECB or an agent acceptable to it,
prior to the licence being issued or renewed. The amount presented will (with interest earned I
over the license period or some other pertinent time period) be equal to the amount of estimated I
decommissioning costs at the end of the renewal period. These funds would be invested to earn
interest over the term of the licence (2 years), or some other pertinent time frame. \

For example, if the licence is issued September 1/95 for a 2 year period, and the estimate of the
decommissioning costs on August 31/97 is $2,500,OX) then the cash or certified cheques I
tendered by the applicant/licensee on September 1/95 have to be sufficient to deliver $2,500,000 I
on August 31/97.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

provides full assurance to AECB that total required monies would be available '
administration of this financial assurance package would be minimal - monies deposited
with agent/trustee who invests funds I

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB I

none, provided interest rate on funds invested in September 1/95 are sufficient to build
to $2,500,000 by August 31/97
could be charged interest penalty if funds had to be withdrawn from investment vehicle
early

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

discharged full responsibility to AECB for decommissioning costs

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

significant negative impact on cash flow !
may not be tax deductible
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F. TERM DEPOSITS OR GIC'S
(SEE APP 1-5)

METHODOLOGY

The applicant/licensee provides term deposit or GIC (Guaranteed Investment Certificate) to the
AECB or an agent acceptable to it, prior to the licence being issued or renewed. The matured
amount of the term deposit or GIC presented will (with interest earned) be equal to the amount
of estimated decommissioning costs at the end of the renewal period, or some other pertinent
time frame.

For example, if the licence is issued September 1/95 for a 2 year period, and the estimate of the
decommissioning costs on August 31/97 is $2,500,000 then the term deposit or GIC tendered
by the applicant/licensee on September 1/95 will have to have a maturity amount of $2,500,000
on August 31/97.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

provides full assurance to AECB that total required monies would be available
administration of this financial assurance package would be minimal

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

none, provided money is not needed during the licence period
would lose interest if term deposit/GIC was cashed in early

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

discharged full responsibility to AECB for decommissioning amounts

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

significant negative impact on cash flow
may not be tax deductible
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G. PERSONAL GUARANTEES
(SEE APP 6-35)

METHODOLOGY

The directors or officers or owners of the applicant/licensee would provide the AECB or an
agent acceptable to it, with signed personal guarantee(s) supported by signed personal net worth
statements, prepared by a Chartered Accountant. The personal guarantees would indicate that
the individuals would use their own funds to pay for the decommissioning costs, if the
applicant/licensee was unable to.

The amount of the guarantee would be equal to the estimated cost of decommissioning at the end
of the licence period e.g. - 2 years.

Guarantees could be unlimited and joint and several, or could be restricted to a specific dollar
amount.

The guarantee should be irrevocable and unconditional so that it can not be withdrawn or the
terms changed.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

net worth of individuals would have to be verified prior to licence issue/renewal and
updated throughout licence period, for instance semi-annually or annually
individual providing guarantee could subsequently sell/transfer or otherwise dispose of
personal assets
individual providing guarantee could subsequently incur additional significant personal
liabilities, adversely affecting net worth
individual providing guarantee could move to another country making enforcement of
guarantee a problem
different province/territories within Canada may require different legal forms of personal
guarantees
legal costs if personal guarantee has to be enforced and AECB sues for funds
no assurance that AECB will receive funds even if judgment obtained on individual
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ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with requirement to provide financial assurance
no negative cash flow effect on applicant/licensee
no income tax effect on applicant/licensee

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

none

ADVANTAGE TO INDIVIDUAL(S) PROVIDING GUARANTEE

licence issued (renewed) in operation they arc involved in
mining can continue

DISADVANTAGE TO INDIVIDUALS) PROVIDING GUARANTEE

possible future call on personal assets for significant amount of money that could wipe
out or significantly reduce personal net worth
legal and accounting costs regarding preparation of personal net worth statement and
personal guarantee forms prepared

NOTE:
A subtype of Personal Guarantee, would be a Personal Guarantee secured or supported
by certain personal assets of the individual. In this subtype, the AECB or its agent
would receive a collateral mortgage over or actual possession of certain personal assets.
This could involve the AECB administering, storing, maintaining and possibly insuring
these assets.
A personal guarantee, supported by a charge over or possession of certain personal
assets, is better security than a personal guarantee that is not so supported.
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H. CORPORATE GUARANTEE OF APPLICANT/LICENSEE
(SEE APP 6-35)

METHODOLOGY

The corporate applicant/licensee provides the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, with a
corporate guarantee that it will pay the decommissioning costs if and when called upon to do so.
The guarantee amount would be for the estimated amount of decommissioning costs at the end
of the licence period e.g. 2 years.

The guarantee form would be in addition to what the applicant/licensee may have signed as part
of the licence issue/renewal. The guarantee form would be supported by an audited financial
statement of the applicant that is less than 12 months old, and has been audited by a Chartered
Accountant. The guarantee should be irrevocable and unconditional.

ADVANTAGES TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with the Regulations.

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

have to evaluate on-going financial stability of applicant/licensee
financial situation of applicant/licensee could change quickly and drastically, rendering
the guarantee worthless
legal costs if corporate guarantee has to be enforced
no actual hard security to support guarantee

At the same time that the applicant/licensee starts or continues the mining operation and does
damage to the site requiring some future decommissioning:

(a) The financial picture of applicant/licensee could change drastically during the renewal
period.

(b) It could sell off or transfer assets or incur significant liabilities
(c) The economy could decline generally (or uranium sector specifically) making the future

operation not viable
(d) Ownership change of applicant/licensee may not support decommissioning concept.
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ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with requirement to provide financial assurance
no negative cash flow effect
no income tax effect

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

none
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I. CORPORATE GUARANTEE OF PARENT CORPORATION OR
ASSOCIATED CORPORATION

(SEE APP 6-35)

METHODOLOGY

The parent company or an associated corporation of the corporate applicant/licensee, provides
the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, with a corporate guarantee that they will pay the
decommissioning costs if and when called upon to do so. The guarantee amount would be for
the estimated amount of decommissioning costs at the end of the licence period e.g. 2 years, or
some other pertinent time period.

The guarantee form would be in addition to what the applicant/licensee may have signed as part
of the licence issue/renewal period. The guarantee form would be supported by financial
statements of the guarantor that are less than 12 months old, and have been audited by a
Chartered Accountant. The guarantee should be irrevocable and unconditional.

ADVANTAGES TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with the Regulations.

DISADVANTAGES TO AECB

have to evaluate the financial stability of the guarantor on an ongoing basis
financial situation of guarantor could change quickly and drastically, rendering the
guarantee worthless
majority of parent or associated corporations assets may not be situated in Canada

making legal actions more difficult
legal costs if corporate guarantee has to be enforced
no assurance that AECB would receive funds even if judgment is obtained against
guarantor

guarantor's assets could be outside Canada
no actual hard security to support guarantee

At the same time that the applicant/licensee starts or continues the mining operation and does
damage to the site requiring some future decommissioning:

(a) The financial picture of guarantor could change drastically during the renewal period.
(b) The guarantor could sell off or transfer assets or incur significant liabilities
(c) The economy could decline generally (or in a specific sector) making the future operation

not viable
(d) Ownership change (if any) of guarantor may not support decommissioning concept.
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ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with requirement to provide financial assurance
no negative cash flow effect
no income tax effect

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

none
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J. DEMAND PROMISSORY NOTE
(SEE APP 36)

METHODOLOGY

I
I
I
i

The applicant/licensee signs a promissory note promising to pay the AECB or an agent I
acceptable to it, a specific amount of money. I

Because the note is due
payment by the licensee.
Because the note is due on demand, the AECB can call the note at any time and demand I

The promissory note would be for an amount equal to the estimated amount of the I
decommissioning costs at the end of the licence period e.g. 2 years, or some other pertinent time •
period.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with the Regulations

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

AECB has to initially evaluate and then constantly monitor the financial position of the I
applicant/licensee. Financial position of the applicant/licensee could change quickly and
drastically rendering the promissory note worthless <
legal costs if promissory note has to be enforced j
no assurance that AECB would receive funds even if it obtained a judgment against
applicant/licensee j

no actual hard security to support the promissory note j

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with requirement to provide financial assurance
no negative cash flow effect
no income tax effect

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

none
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K. SPECIFIC ASSET PLEDGE

METHODOLOGY

The applicant/licensee or its guarantor would pledge/give specific hard assets (i.e. fixed assets)
to the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, as security for the amount of estimated cost of
decommissioning costs at the end of the licence period e.g. 2 years, or some other pertinent time
period.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations.

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

assets would have to be valued periodically to see if their value is retained. May have
value when tendered but that value may decline.
certain assets may require maintenance
assets would have to be insured - cost involved
assets would have to be stored - cost involved
assets would have to be sold if applicant/licensee did not perform decommissioning - cost
involved
administrative time would be excessive

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with the Regulations.
no cash flow effect because assets probably not presently used by business.

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

if assets were being used in the operation , applicant/licensee has lost the benefit of using
those assets in the business, or the leverage of borrowing against them
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L. SELF INSURANCE OF APPLICANT/LICENSEE I

METHODOLOGY I

Applicant/licensee records accounting entry in his accounting record charging estimate of each
year's cost to decommission to expense, and building up accounting reserve of estimate of total I
future costs as a liability in records. Therefore financial statements of applicant/licensee would I
show decommissioning liability.

I
ADVANTAGE TO AECB

none •

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB I
applicant/licensee has not set aside actual monies for liability but has only recognized
what the liability will be
no actual financial assurance provided

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE I
no negative cash flow effect .
no security lodged I

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE i

annual expense amount recorded in the records regarding decommissioning probably not
deductible for tax purposes j
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M. INSURANCE

METHODOLOGY

Applicant/licensee acquires insurance to cover cost of decommissioning.

Insurance company would pay AECB or an agent acceptable to it, if applicant/licensee is unable
to carry out decommissioning. Insurance company would have to advise AECB of its intention
not to renew coverage in advance of the expiring of the licence period (2 years).

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations.

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

coverage would cease if applicant/licensee ceased paying insurance premiums.(AECB
could require premiums to be paid in advance for 2 years, or some other pertinent time
period)
administrative time and effort required if insurance not to be renewed
insurer may be reluctant to pay claim
would be stringent clauses in policy restricting funds payout

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with the Regulations.
premiums paid would probably be tax deductible

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

this type of insurance may be difficult to acquire - Insurance companies do not appear
to be interested in wanting this type of business
premiums for this coverage would probably be quite high
lack of policy in insurance industry to cover financial failure of a company
insurer could request security
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N. BONDING
(SEE APP 37-40)

METHODOLOGY

The applicant/licensee arranges a surety bond with a surety company. The bond agreement
would indicate that in the event that the applicant/licensee is unable to pay decommissioning
costs, the surety company would pay the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, for these costs.
The surety would be for the estimated amount of decommissioning cost at the end of the licence
period e.g. 2 years. The applicant/licensee pays a premium to the surety company for the
coverage. The surety would be carefully worded to ensure it was understood under what
circumstances and when payment would be made. The two main types of surety bonds available
are guarantee bonds and performance bonds.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee could cease paying premiums which would cancel surety coverage.
(AECB could require premium to be paid in advance for 2 years or some other pertinent
time period.
applicant/licensee may not be able to obtain surety coverage when the licence renews but
decommissioning costs have already built up

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with the Regulations
premiums payable for surety coverage are probably tax deductible

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

premiums for surety coverage will be expensive.
may not be able to obtain coverage on renewal.
insurer may request significant amount of collateral security. This would tie up assets
and reduce borrowing power.
collateral security requested would increase as requested coverage increased
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O. LETTER OF CREDIT
(SEE APP 41-61)

METHODOLOGY

A letter of credit (LC) is a mechanism whereby an applicant/licensee's bank would pay the
AECB or an agent acceptable to it, monies for decommissioning if the applicant/licensee was
not able to.

The applicant/licensee arranges an Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit with its bank. The LC
is in favour of the AECB or its agent, as beneficiary.

The amount of the LC is equal to the estimate of what the decommissioning costs would be at
the end of one year. It is rare that a bank would issue an LC for longer than a year. The LC
usually contains a renewal clause which indicates the LC will be automatically renewed for the
same amount. The Bank would advise the AECB in writing 45-60 days prior to the expiry of
the LC if it does not intend to renew the LC. The AECB or its agent would then call on the LC
and could use funds to pay for decommissioning or hold them to see if the applicant/licensee is
able to make other arrangements.

The LC is usually only available for a one year term, while the AECB licence period is 2 years.
Therefore, the LC would have to renewed half way through the licence period.

The purpose of the LC (e.g to provide funds for decommissioning costs) and the terms under
which it can be called, have to be specifically spelled out in the LC documents to avoid any
misunderstanding. The AECB would provide the wording for the LC to the applicant/licensee.

The applicant/licensee pays its bank a fee for arranging the LC. Generally these fees range from
1/4 % to 2% of the face amount of the LC depending upon the term and face amount of the LC,
and the financial strength of the applicant/licensee

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations.
Letter of Credit is irrevocable and cannot be subsequently withdrawn or cancelled by the
Applicant/licensee

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

expiry date of LC has to be monitored carefully and LC has to be called
(demanded) by AECB prior to expiry date if bank does not intend to renew,
financial assurance expires in middle of license period
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ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

NOTE:

i

out of pocket cost is only a small percentage of face amount of LC I
has complied with the Regulations
out of pocket cost is only a small p
Cost to acquire LC is probably tax deductible

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE I

impacts borrowing power. Bank views total amount of LC as having been borrowed for
credit evaluation purposes. I
bank may not renew LC once it expires.
bank will only renew automatically for the original face amount and not a higher amount

I
The AECB should evaluate the strength of the bank providing the LC. In addition, the I
applicant/licensee should be discouraged from providing an LC from a foreign bank.
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P. STRIP BONDS
(SEE APP 62-72)

METHODOLOGY

The applicant/licensee would request competitive bids from brokerage firms for Strip Bonds of
certain maturing amounts, and maturity dates. Bonds most commonly used as Strip Bonds are
those issued by the Federal or provincial governments, utilities or large corporations.

The applicant/licensee would deliver strip bonds in the name of the AECB or an agent acceptable
to it, at the time of licence issue or licence renewal. The Strip Bonds are purchased at a
discount but the maturity value of the Strip Bonds would be equal to the estimate of
decommissioning costs at the end of the licence period (2 years) or could be equal to the
estimate of costs at the end of the mine operation.

ADVANTAGE TO AECB

applicant/licensee has complied with Regulations
minimum administrative requirements

DISADVANTAGE TO AECB

no ready market to dispose of Strip Bonds before maturity is available
would have to ensure credit worthiness of organization issuing the Strip Bond

ADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

has complied with the Regulations.
strip bonds purchased for a significant period in the future are at a lower price, so did
not have to come up with total of decommissioning costs

DISADVANTAGE TO APPLICANT/LICENSEE

negative impact on cash flow.
payments may not be tax deductible.
annual increase in value of strip bond is probably taxable (interest and capital gain) to
the applicant/licensee.
sales commissions paid to acquire Strip Bonds are sometimes high
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Q. RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES

I
I
I

The table on the next two pages represents a ranking of alternatives in order of most appropriate
for the AECB. I

In most cases, the alternatives that are most advantageous to the AECB are the least
advantageous to the applicant/licensee. I

1
I
I
I
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TABLE 2
RANKING OF ALTERNATIVES

FROM AECB PERSPECTIVE

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

ALTERNATIVE

CASH &
CHEQUES

TERM
DEPOSITS/GICS

LETTER OF
CREDIT

STRIP BONDS

BONDING

INSURANCE

SPECIFIC ASSET
PLEDGE

COMMENTS ON ALTERNATIVE^ -)

+ full monies rec'd; minimal admin time
- possible interest rate fluctuation

+ full monies rec'd
+ minimal admin time

+ coverage is for full amount of decommissioning
costs
+ is irrevocable and can not be withdrawn by
licensee
- LC may mature in one year, half way through
license period
- AECB has to be alert for bank not renewing LC

+ on maturity, covers full amount of
decommissioning costs
+ minimum admin time
- no ready market to dispose of before maturity
- have to ensure credit worthiness of issuer

+ coverage in place
- coverage ceases if premiums not paid
- licensee may not qualify on renewal for increased
amount

+ coverage in place
- coverage ceases if premiums not paid
- insurer may be reluctant to pay claim
- licensee may not qualify on renewal for increased
amount

- assets have to valued periodically
- costs to hold including, moving, storage, insurance
maintenance and selling
- excessive admin time
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8

9

10

11

12

PARENT-ASSOC
CORP
GUARANTEE

APPLICANTS
GUARANTEE

PROMISSORY
NOTE

PERSONAL
GUARANTEE

SELF
INSURANCE

- have to verify financial stability of guarantor on
ongoing basis
- corporation could sell/transfer assets
- corporate financial picture could change d/astically
- possible economic or industry decline
- ownership change may not support plan to

decommission
- guarantor's assets could be outside Canada
- legal costs if corp guarantee has to be enforced
- no assurances that AECB would receive funds even
if it obtained judgement

- have to verify financial stability of licensee
corporation could sell/transfer assets
- corporate financial picture could change drastically
- possible economic or industry decline
- ownership change may not support plan to

decommission
- legal costs if corp guarantee has to be enforced
- no assurances that AECB would receive funds even
if it obtained judgement
+ could request assets as security for. guarantee

- have to verify financial; stability on ongoing basis
- no actual hard security to support promissory note
- legal costs if promissory note has to be enforced
- no assurances that AECB would receive funds even
if it obtained judgement
+ could request assets as security for note

- have to verify net worth on ongoing basis
- individual could sell/transfer assets
- individual could incur additional liabilities
- individual could move to another country
- possible different form per jurisdiction
- legal costs if have to enforce
- no assurance AECB will receive funds even if
judgement obtained
+ could request assets as security for guarantee

- no financial assurance provided
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R. WHO HOLDS THE FUNDS ?

A basic premise of a solid financial assurance alternative is that any asset or security tendered
by an applicant/licensee be insulated from future financial or other problems of the
applicant/licensee.

Therefore, assets or other security tendered by the applicant/licensee should be held:
(a) by the applicant/licensee, and the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, jointly,
(b) held in trust for the decommissioning costs to be paid in the future or
(c) held entirely by the AECB or an agent acceptable to it.

Our contacts in the legal and bankruptcy areas have advised us that to the extent the
applicant/licensee holds funds itself or in trust jointly, those funds could be attacked by the
creditors of the applicant/licensee.

If the applicant/licensee fails financially or is the defendant in a civil law suit, its creditors will
look for any assets of the applicant/licensee to satisfy their claim.

Therefore it is important that the AECB be satisfied that the funds set aside for decommissioning
are safeguarded in such a way that they will be used exclusively for the payout of the
decommissioning costs on a particular site.

It is our understanding that the present AEC Act may preclude the AECB from actually holding
funds or other assets obtained from an applicant/licensee.

Procedures should be developed within the AECB to establish methods of holding these assets
either directly or indirectly.
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S. INCOME TAX COMMENTS

The applicant/licensee would prefer that any payments it makes to fund a financial assurance
mechanism for decommissioning costs would be deductible for income tax purposes in the year
the payments were made.

The following table shows our understanding of the present deductibility of items paid by an
applicant/licensee, as it relates to the alternatives discussed. This particular table assumes the
payments are made directly to the AECB or an agent acceptable to it, or to a lawyer, accountant
or bank for fees, and are not paid into a trust.

The tax implications of payments to a Mining Reclamation Trust are dealt with on page # 32.

It is recommended that the AECB avoid providing any type of income tax advice or suggestions
to an applicant/licensee. However AECB staff dealing with an applicant/licensee with respect
to decommissioning costs, should have a general understanding of The Federal Income Tax Act,
as it relates to these costs.
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TABLE 3
DEDUCTIBILITY FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES

OF EXPENDITURES MADE BY APPLICANT/LICENSEE
(NOT PAID INTO A MINING RECLAMATION TRUST FUND)

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

ALTERNATIVE

CASH & CHEQUES

TERM DEPOSITS/GICS

LETTER OF CREDIT

STRIP BONDS

BONDING

INSURANCE

SPECIFIC ASSET PLEDGE

PARENT/ASSOC CORP
GUARANTEE

APPLICANT/LICENSEE
GUARANTEE

PROMISSORY NOTE

PERSONAL GUARANTEE

SELF INSURANCE

TAX
DEDUCTIBILITY

- probably not deductible

- probably not deductible

- fee paid to bank probably
deductible

- probably not deductible
- increase in value probably taxable

- premium probably deductible

- premium probably deductible

- probably not deductible

- fees to prepare probably
deductible

- fees to prepare probably
deductible

- fees to prepare probably
deductible

- fees to prepare guarantee and
prepare personal net worth
probably deductible

- probably not deductible

NOTE:

" probably" used her to denote most likely tax treatment. Could differ depending on particular
circumstances.
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Opcration of a Mining Reclamation Trust
(SEE APP 73-79)

It is possible that an applicant/licensee might choose to deposit funds into a Mining Reclamation
Trust in conjunction with one or more of the financial assurance mechanisms.

A Mining Reclamation Trust is a trust required under federal, provincial, or territorial law that
is maintained to secure the mining reclamation obligations of the beneficiaries of the trust.

A Trust Agreement would be signed with the parties thereto being the AECB or an agent
acceptable to it, the applicant/licensee, and an organization acting as Trustee.

The Trust Agreement would stipulate and dictate how the Trust would operate with respect to
how funds would be deposited and held, and on what conditions monies would be released from
the trust and to what parties. It would also indicate the responsibilities of the parties to the
agreement.

If an applicant/licensee were to fulfil its obligations to the AECB for financial assurance on
decommissioning costs by depositing funds into a Mining Reclamation Trust, it would experience
different tax treatment, than noted on the previous page.

The Federal government in its 1994 budget, announced that it would establish tax rules that
would permit mining companies to make deductible contributions to certain prescribed trusts
whose purpose is to set aside funds for rehabilitation of mines once they are abandoned. These
provisions became law on March 26, 1995 and so are relatively recent. The provisions with
respect to Mining Reclamation Trusts are effective for taxation years ending after February 22,
1994.

A summary of the tax aspects of a Mining Reclamation Trust as we understand them, are as
follows:

a) Contributions to the trust are deductible from income for tax purposes of the mining
company in the year(s) they are paid into the Trust.

b) Any amount received from the trust by the mining company will be included in income
for tax purposes in the year received.

c) Reclamation costs are deductible from income for tax purposes of the mining company
in the year they are paid by the mining company.

d) Investment income earned in the Trust while the funds are being held therein will be
taxable to both the Trust and the beneficiary (the mining company). The trust would pay
tax at the rate of 28% on income earned in the Trust. The beneficiary (mining company)
will also have the investment income included in its income (even it did not receive it
from the Trust) and pay tax thereon at its particular tax rate. However the beneficiary
(mining company) would receive a tax credit equal to the tax paid by the trust. This tax
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credit is received by the beneficiary whether or not it happens to be taxable in a
particular tax year.

It is recommended that the AECB avoid providing any type of income tax advice to an
applicant/licensee.
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T. SUMMARY COMMENTS

As part of the process whereby a license is issued or renewed, an applicant/licensee is now
required to provided the AECB with its plans to:

a) decommission a uranium mining site
b) develop a financial assurance mechanism which will fund the decommissioning.

A financial assurance mechanism that would give the AECB the most comfort would probably
contain the following characteristics:

(a) minimal risk of applicant/licensee not paying for decommissioning
(b) maximum assurance that all money required for decommissioning will be available when

needed
(c) minimal AECB time spent administering the mechanism

A financial assurance mechanism that would be most satisfactory to the applicant/licensee would
probably have the following characteristics:
(a) minimal or no negative effect on cash flow
(b) minimal or no negative effect on borrowing power
(c) any monies paid would be tax deductible
(d) flexible enough to suit particular circumstances

The following are possible financial assurance mechanisms that an applicant licensee might
present to the AECB. These are ranked in the order that they would be most suitable to the
AECB. Note that an applicant/licensee might combine several alternatives together to provide
increased financial assurance to the AECB.

1. Cash and Cheques
2. Term Deposits or Guaranteed Investment Certificates
3. Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit
4. Strip Bonds
5. Bonding
6. Insurance
7. Specific Asset Pledge
8. Parent/Associated Corporation Guarantee
9. Applicant/Licensee Guarantee
10. Promissory Note
11. Personal Guarantee
12. Self Insurance
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APPENDIX OF SAMPLE
FORMS AND DOCUMENTS

This Appendix provides additional information from industry sources related to some of the
forms, documents, or procedures that have been discussed with respect to possible financial
assurance mechanisms. These are included for illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied
on to suggest what form or content a particular mechanism might take.

Legal counsel and financial experts should be consulted before forms are drafted, or specific
investment or other action is taken.
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Financial
Services
Terms

These Financial Services Terms
form part of your Financial Services
Agreement with The Toronto-Dominion
Bank and its subsidiaries.

Your Bank. Your Way.'
Review and retain with your records

3836 (2/94,> ©



D - TERM DEPOSITS

Term deposit accounts - A Term Deposit allows you to invest
on amount at a fixed rate, for a defined term. This means we will
pay interest on the investment amount only until the maturity
date, subject to any withdrawal penalties as shown in the
applicable pre-encashment rates schedule on or attached to
your deposit receipt. Interest is not paid on the deposit beyond
the maturity date. Unlike a GIC, however, you may withdraw all
or part of your investment - the principal amount •• before the
maturity date. Any repayment made by us to you on a Term
Deposit will discharge us from our obligations to you. Vbu may
not transfer or assign your Term Deposit. (If you are given any
additional benefits by us on your Term Deposits because of
your participation in a Service Plan they will continue only as
long as your participation in that Plan.)

If you have arranged to have your interest paid to you by
cheque, we will:

•mail regular interest payments to you beforethe payment due
date so that you will receive them by the due date;

• mail the final interest payment to you on the maturity date.
Unless you decide to reinvest your principal, we will include
the principal amount with the final interest payment.

1 . Your TD Bank branch - You must perform all transactions
that involve your Term Deposit at the TD Bank branch where
you made your investment [which is recordsd in your deposit
receipt and your Purchase Agreement or Renewal
Confirmation). Also, if you find any errors with your Term
Deposit, please contact this office promptly either personally
or in writing.

2. Withdrawals - The amount that you may withdraw
before the maturity date depends on the type and amount of
your deposit, as shown in the chart below. The amount of
interest you wi l l receive on your balance remaining is
described in your Purchase Agreement or Renewal
Confirmation. Any remaining amount will be considered your
total investment.

Minimum**
Withdrawal &

Type of Term Deposit Balance
Deposit (years) Amount Remaining
Standard
Standard
TD Seniors' Plan1

Wholesale

one +
less than one
one +
any

51,000-99,999.99
S5.000 - 99,999.99
510,000-99,999.99
3100,000+

51,000
S5.000
510,000
5100,000

If the term of your deposit is less than one year, we may
require you to not i fy us 24 hours before you make a
withdrawal. If your term is one year or more, we may require
15 days advance notice of any withdrawal.

3. Automatic reinvestment-If you choose a maturity option
of "Contact Customer", we will try to contact you within two
weeks prior to the maturity date for your instructions. If we
are unable to contact you, we may, in our discretion, reinvest
your Term Deposit (principal amount and any accrued interest)
for another term of the same length at our then current interest
rate and terms and conditions when it reaches its maturity
date. After we reinvest your Term Deposit, we will send you
your Purchase Agreement or Renewal Confirmation to the
most recent address we have for you.

If you don't want us to reinvest your Term Deposit, you must
tell us before the close of business on the maturity date.

** subject to change from time to time
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S
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[GIC accounts - A GIC allows you to invest an amount at a
fixed interest rate, for a defined term. Your investment - the
principal amount - and interest in GiCs (issued by the TD •
Mortgage Corporation, TD Pacific Mortgage Corporation or 1
TD Trust Company (where available) ) are guaranteed by The ™
Toronto-Dominion Bank. GICs may also be issued and
guaranteed by The Toronto-Dominion Bank. •

If you have arranged to have your interest paid to you by •
cheque, we will:

• mail regular interest payments to you before the •
payment due date so that you will receive them by the I
due date; I

• mail the final interest payment to you on the maturity
date. Unless you decide to reinvest your principal, we .
will include the principal amount with the final interest I
payment. |

1. Guaranteed return - Your GIC is locked-in until the -
maturity date shown on your Purchase Agreement - which I
will be issued to you upon acceptance of the deposit. This I
means we will pay interest on the investment amount only
until the maturity date, but you cannot redeem or withdraw
any amount until the investment matures. Interest is not paid I
on the deposit beyond the maturity date. However, you may \
transfer and assign the GIC to another person. For more
information about transferring your GIC, contact us at the TD
Bank/TD Trust contact branch shown on your Purchase I
Agreement. 1

2. Your TD contact branch - You must perform all
transactions or deliver instructions that involve your GIC at I
the branch of account, if applicable, or through the TD j
contact branch office which is recorded in your deposit
receipt, Purchase Agreement or Renewal Confirmation. Also,
if you find any errors with your GIC, please contact this office
promptly either in person or in writing.

3. Automatic reinvestment - If your GIC is a Canadian
dollar GIC and you choose a maturity option of "Contact \
Customer", we will try to contact you within two weeks prior
to the maturity date for your instructions. If we are unable to
contact you, we may, in our discretion, reinvest your GIC
(principal amount and any accrued interest) for another term
of the same length at our then current interest rate and terms
and conditions when it reaches its maturity date. After we
reinvest your GIC, we will send you your Purchase
Agreement or Renewal Confirmation to the most recent
address we have for you.

If you don't want us to reinvest your GIC, you must tell us
before the close of business on the maturity date.
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O'BRIEN'S COMMERCIAL AND GENERAL VOLUME 3

NOTE ON FORM USE
The forms presented in O'Brien's have generally been edited to con-

form to Canada Law Book style in an attempt to provide the user with a
consistent presentation of material. We try to provide a wide variety of
material on any given topic through the use of alternate forms for dif-
ferent situations. Where a general form of wide application is pre-
sented, we attempt to provide optional clauses rather than reprinting a
number of forms of subtle difference. Cross references between forms,
between chapters or to the tenth edition of O'Brien's are used as neces-
sary to assist the user to locate material.

The forms make extensive use of both blank spaces (where obvious
material should be inserted by the user) and instructions (for less obvi-
ous insertions) which appear in italics or roman type or both, within
square brackets in the text. Italic type is a guide as to the sort of infor-
mation to be inserted in the text of the agreement and is to be deleted
when using the form. Roman type is optional text and may be used as
part of the text. The user must use discretion in determining the infor-
mation to be added to the text of the agreement. For instance, in some
forms, the name of an Act may appear in roman type within square
brackets. The user would have to adapt the name of the Act to reflect
the particular Act used in the jurisdiction which will govern the agree-
ment.

We sometimes refer to statutory references in various jurisdictions.
Care should be exercised when referring to this material to ensure that
it is current and applicable.

In this 11th edition of O'Brien's the system of form numbering and
pagination has been changed to facilitate the loose-leaf format and the
updating of materials. The form numbers, starting at 1 for each chapter,
reflect both the chapter number and the form number, for example
Chapter 2, ADVERTISING, Form 1, will appear as 2:1. The page
numbering reflects the chapter number and page number, with each
chapter page number starting at 1, for example Chapter 2, page 1 will
appear as 2-1 centered at the bottom of the page. Also appearing at the
bottom of each page will be the Division number and the date of release
to facilitate updating and filing procedures.

We hope that this 11th edition of O'Brien's will be easy to use. The
new format will facilitate the updating of materials through future re-
leases. Any suggestions or forms for use in O'Brien's would be wel-
comed. CANADA LAW BOOK INC.

Division I IX November 1988
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CHAPTER 29

GUARANTEES
NOTE: The material appearing in this chapter was prepared by Bruce

C. Bell of Cassels, Brock & Blackwell, Toronto, Ontario.

FORM PAGE

Commentary 29-1

1. GENERAL AGREEMENTS

29:1 Continuing Guarantee (Single Guarantor) 29-4

29:2 Continuing Guarantee (Joint and Several Guarantors) 29-9

2. OPTIONAL CLAUSES

(A) GUARANTEED OBLIGATIONS
Note 29-14

29:3 Loan Agreements 29-15
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(B) LIMITED RECOURSE
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Commentary

Identifying Parties and Relevant Laws

As with any contract, it is important that each of the parties be de-
scribed using their proper legal name. The identification of the guaran-

Division I 2 9 - 1 July 1992
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Commentary - Continued I

tor as a corporation, general or limited partnership, government, indi-
vidual or other legal entity and identifying the jurisdiction where the
guarantor resides, in the case of an individual, or the jurisdiction gov-
erning the subsistence of the guarantor, in the case of a corporation,
partnership or other artificial legal entity, will assist in identifying the ^
relevant laws governing the ability of the guarantor to give an enforce-
able guarantee.

The federal and provincial business corporations' legislation in
Canada restricts the ability of a corporation to give financial assistance
by means of a guarantee. Section 20 of the Business Corporations Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16, and s. 44 of the Canada Business Corporations
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44, typify the restrictions imposed on Canadian
business corporations. The power to give a guarantee may also be re-
stricted by the articles or by-laws of the corporation or by an unanimous
shareholders' agreement. Other restrictions may apply in the case of
charitable, Crown or foreign corporations.

Partnerships, unless expressly authorized by applicable legislation or
the partnership agreement, do not have the power to give guararantees.

Any time a creditor has concerns as to whether an individual is freely
entering into, or fully understands, a guarantee, it is prudent to advise
the individual to seek independent legal advice and to have the advice ( ' J
confirmed by the advising solicitor in a certificate. !

There are formal legal requirements, such as the requirements under
the Statute of Frauds, which will have to be complied with in order to
obtain a valid guarantee. In Alberta, the Guarantees Acknowledgement \
Act, R.S. A. 1980, c. G-12, requires individuals to execute certain types |
of guarantees before a notary public and for the notary public to sign a
certificate in the prescribed form in order for the guarantee to have any
effect.

Consideration

Unless given under seal, a guarantee must have consideration moving
from the creditor to the guarantor or the debtor. Typically, consider-
ation will be in the form of an agreement to supply goods or services or
to make advances or extend other financial accommodation to the ,
debtor. In the case of antecedent debts, consideration is usually in the \
form of forbearance. To eliminate any doubts as to whether there is suf-
ficient consideration, the creditor may make a nominal monetary pay-
ment to the guarantor and require the guarantee to be executed under
seal.

Division I 29-2 July 1992
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Commentary - Continued

Perfecting Assignments

An assignment and postponement of claims in a guarantee creates a
security interest in the claims assigned by the guarantor. To perfect the
security interest, the creditor will have to register under applicable per-
sonal property security legislation. The jurisdiction where the books
and records of the guarantor are kept will usually be the jurisdiction
governing the registration of the security interest. In jurisdictions which
do not have a personal property security act, it may not be possible to
perfect the assignment by registration. It may, however, be possible,
depending on the nature of the claim, to perfect the assignment by hav-
ing the instrument giving rise to the claim endorsed in favour of and
then delivered to the creditor or by giving notice of the assignment to
the debtor.

Waiver of Guarantor's Rights

The nature of guarantees gives rise to a number of rights in favour of
the guarantor. If these rights are prejudiced, the creditor runs the risk
that the liability of the guarantor will be discharged in whole or in part.
The Supreme Court of Canada in Bauer v. Bank of Montreal (1980),
110 D.L.R. (3d) 424, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 102, 32 N.R. 190, has confirmed
the ability of a guarantor to waive its various rights by express agree-
ment. To do so, however, requires the use of clear and unambiguous
language. This accounts for guarantees being largely dedicated to the
waiver of the various rights of the guarantor.

The benefits of discussion and division are usually the most unfamil-
iar of the rights which a guarantor is asked to waive. Both of these
rights stem from Roman law and form part of the laws of most civil law
jurisdictions and have been recognized in one form or another under
the common law. The benefit of discussion is the right of the guarantor
to have the creditor exhaust its recourse against the property of the
debtor before having recourse against the guarantor and the benefit of
division is the right of the guarantor, when there is more than one guar-
antor, to have the creditor divide its claim among the solvent guaran-
tors and to proceed against each guarantor only for its share of the
guaranteed debt.

Division I 29-3 July 1992
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1. GENERAL AGREEMENTS

29:1

Continuing Guarantee (Single Guarantor)

GUARANTEE AND POSTPONEMENT OF CLAIMS

AGREEMENT made [date] by [name and address of guarantor; type of en-
tity and jurisdiction of residence, if an individual, or jurisdiction gov-
erning subsistence, if a corporation, partnership or other artificial legal
entity] (the "Guarantor") to and in favour of [name and address of
creditor] (the "Creditor").
IN CONSIDERATION of the sum of $10 and other good and valuable con-
sideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, the
Guarantor agrees with the Creditor as follows:

1. Guaranteed Obligations

The Guarantor irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due
and punctual payment and performance of all debts, liabilities and obli-
gations (collectively the "Guaranteed Obligations") of [name of
Debtor] (the "Debtor") to the Creditor whenever, however or wher-
ever incurred and any ultimate unpaid balance thereof.

2. Costs and expenses

The Guarantor agrees to pay the Creditor, upon demand, all out-of-
pocket costs and expenses (including, without limitation, legal fees on a
solicitor and client basis) incurred by or on behalf of the Creditor in
connection with enforcing any of its rights against the Debtor in respect
of the Guaranteed Obligations or against the Guarantor.

3. Right to immediate payment

The Creditor shall not be bound to seek or exhaust its recourse
against the Debtor or any other persons or to realize on any securities it
may hold in respect of the Guaranteed Obligations before being enti-
tled to payment from the Guarantor under this agreement and the
Guarantor renounces all benefits of discussion and division.

4. Payment on demand

The liability of the Guarantor shall be payable immediately upon
written demand and such demand shall be conclusively deemed to have
been effectually made and given when an envelope containing such de-
mand, addressed to the Guarantor, is delivered to the attention of the
Guarantor at the address of the Guarantor set forth in this agreement
or at such other address as the Guarantor may from time to time desig-

Division I 29-4 Julv 1992
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Form 29:1 — Continued

nate to the Creditor in writing. The liability of the Guarantor shall bear
interest from the date of such demand and both before and after judg-
ment at the rate of % per annum.

5. Statement of accounts

Any account settled or stated by or between the Creditor and the
Debtor, or if any such account has not been so stated or settled prior to
any demand for payment, any account stated by the Creditor shall, in
the absence of manifest error, be accepted by the Guarantor as conclu-
sive evidence that the amount of the Guaranteed Obligations so settled
or stated is due and payable by the Debtor to the Creditor.

6. Liability absolute

The liability of the Guarantor shall be absolute and unconditional ir-
respective of:

(a) the invalidity, unenforceability or illegality, in whole or in part,
of any agreements, instruments or other documents held by the
Creditor to create, represent or evidence any Guaranteed Obli-
gations;

(b) any defence, counterclaim or right of set-off available to the
Debtor;

(c) any change in the name, objects, capital, constating documents
or by-laws of the Debtor;

(d) any amalgamation, merger or re-organization of the Debtor or,
if a partnership, in the firm, including, without limitation, by
reason of the death, retirement or admission for membership of
any partners (in which case this agreement shall apply to the
corporation or partnership, as the case may be, resulting or
continuing therefrom); or

(e) any other circumstances which might otherwise constitute, in
whole or in part, a defence available to, or a discharge of, the
Guarantor, the Debtor or any other persons, firms or corpora-
tions in respect of the Guaranteed Obligations or the liability of
the Guarantor.

7. Dealings by Creditor

The Creditor may, without giving notice to or obtaining the consent
of the Guarantor, grant extensions of time and other indulgences, take
and give up securities, accept compositions, grant releases and dis-
charges, whether full, partial, conditional or otherwise, perfect or fail to
perfect any securities, release any undertaking, property or assets
charged by any securities to third parties and otherwise deal or fail to

Division I 29-5 July 1992
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deal with the Debtor and others (including, without limitation, any
other guarantors) and securities, hold any moneys received from the
Debtor and others or from any securities unappropriated, apply such
moneys against such part of the Guaranteed Obligations and change
any such application in whole or in part from time to time, all as the f
Creditor may see fit, without prejudice to or in any way discharging or
diminishing the liability of the Guarantor and no loss of or in respect of
any securities received by the Creditor from the Debtor or any other
persons, whether occasioned through the fault of the Creditor or other-
wise, shall in any way discharge or diminish the liability of the Guaran-
tor.

8. Liability as principal debtor

All debts, liabilities and obligations purporting to be incurred by the
Debtor and owing to the Creditor shall form part of the Guaranteed
Obligations despite any incapacity, disability, or lack or limitation of
status or power of the Debtor or any of its directors, officers or agents
or that the Debtor may not be a legal entity or any irregularity or defect
or informality in the incurring of such debts, liabilities or obligations
and any such debts, liabilities and obligations which may not be recov- /
érable from the Guarantor as guarantor shall be recoverable from the V
Guarantor as principal debtor upon demand and with interest, calcu-
lated and payable as provided in this agreement.

9. Continuing nature and reinstatement

This agreement is a continuing guarantee and shall apply to and se-
cure payment of all Guaranteed Obligations and any ultimate unpaid
balance thereof. This agreement shall be reinstated if at any time any
payment of any Guaranteed Obligations is rescinded or must otherwise
be returned by the Creditor upon the insolvency, bankruptcy or reorga-
nization of the Debtor or for any other reason whatsoever, all as though
such payment had not been made.

10. Liquidation, bankruptcy, etc.

In the event of any liquidation, winding up or bankruptcy of the (
Debtor (whether voluntary or compulsory) or in the event that the ^
Debtor shall make a bulk sale of any of its assets within the bulk trans-
fer provisions of any applicable legislation or any composition with
creditors or scheme of arrangement, the Creditor shall have the right to
rank in priority to the Guarantor for its claim in respect of the Guaran-
teed Obligations and to receive all dividends or other payments in re- /
spect thereof until its claim has been paid in full, all without prejudice \
to its claim against the Guarantor who shall continue to be liable for any

I
I
I
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remaining unpaid balance of the Guaranteed Obligations. In the event
of any valuation or retention by the Creditor of any securities, such val-
uation or retention shall not, as between the Creditor and the Guaran-
tor, be considered payment, satisfaction or reduction of any
Guaranteed Obligations.

11. Waiver of subrogation rights

In the event that the Creditor receives any payments on account of
the liability of the Guarantor, the Guarantor shall not have, and waives
to the extent required, all rights to claim repayment from or against the
Debtor and any other guarantors and all rights to be subrogated to any
rights of the Creditor, until the Guaranteed Obligations have been paid
in full.

12. Termination of further liability

Subject to the following sentence, the Guarantor may by written no-
tice to the Creditor, delivered to the attention of [name or position of
responsible person] at the address of the Creditor set forth in this agree-
ment or at such other address as the Creditor may from time to time
designate to the Guarantor in writing, terminate any further liability in
respect of Guaranteed Obligations incurred by the Debtor more than

days (the "Notice Period") after receipt of such notice. The
Guarantor shall remain liable for all Guaranteed Obligations incurred
prior to, but maturing after, the expiration of the Notice Period and for
all Guaranteed Obligations incurred after the expiration of the Notice
Period pursuant to any prior commitments (express or implied) of the
Creditor. This agreement shall not terminate upon the death or inca-
pacity of the Guarantor or upon receipt by the Creditor of any notice in
respect thereof and the heirs, legal representatives, successors and as-
signs of the Guarantor shall continue to be liable, unless and to the ex-
tent that any further liability is terminated as provided in this
agreement.

13. Postponement and assignment of claims

All present and future debts, liabilities and obligations (collectively
the "Assigned Obligations") of the Debtor to the Guarantor are post-
poned to the payment of the Guaranteed Obligations and are assigned
by the Guarantor to the Creditor as continuing security for the payment
of the liability of the Guarantor. Any moneys or other property re-
ceived by the Guarantor in respect of any Assigned Obligations shall be
received in trust for, and immediately paid over to, the Creditor with all
necessary endorsements and assignments and pending such payment
shall be held separate and apart from all other property held by the

Division I 29 -7 July 1992
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Guarantor. Any moneys received by the Creditor pursuant to this sec-
tion, including moneys derived from instruments and any other prop-
erty, may be applied against any Guaranteed Obligations or held by the
Creditor as continuing security for the liability of the Guarantor or re-
leased to the Guarantor, all as the Creditor may see fit and without pre-
judicing or in any way discharging or diminishing the liability of the
Guarantor. In the event that the further liability of the Guarantor is ter-
minated, the provisions of this agreement relating to the postponement
and assignment of the Assigned Obligations shall continue in full force
and effect until the Guaranteed Obligations have been paid in full and
the Creditor is under no obligation to make any further advances or ex-
tend any other financial accomodation to or for the benefit of the
Debtor. Despite the foregoing, the Guarantor shall be entitled to re-
ceive and deal with any payments on account of any Assigned Obliga-
tions in the form of [salaries and any other permitted payments] made
by the Debtor in the ordinary course of business prior to a default in the
payment of any Guaranteed Obligations.

14. No rights of set-off

All amounts payable by the Guarantor shall be paid without set-off
or counterclaim and without any deduction or withholding whatsoever
unless and to the extent that the Guarantor shall be prohibited by law
from doing so, in which case the Guarantor shall pay to the Creditor
such additional amount as shall be necessary to ensure that the Creditor
receives the full amount it would have received if no such deduction or
withholding had been made.

15. Entire agreement

There are no representations, conditions, agreements or understand-
ings with respect to this agreement or affecting the liability of the Guar-
antor other than as set forth or referred to in this agreement.

16. Additional security
This agreement is in addition and without prejudice to any security of

any kind (including, without limitation, any guarantees, whether or not
in the same form as this agreement) held by the Creditor.

17. Further assurances

The Guarantor shall from time to time upon the request of the Credi-
tor, execute and deliver, under seal or otherwise, all such further agree-
ments, instruments and documents and do all such further acts and /
things as the Creditor may require to give effect to the transactions con- V
templated by this agreement.

r v . : . : . _ t "to Ç1 1..1. I.M-I->
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18. Successors, assigns and governing law

This agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the
respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the
Guarantor and the Creditor and shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of [province]. The Guarantor irrevocably sub-
mits to the jurisdiction of the courts of [province] in any action or pro-
ceeding arising out of or relating to this agreement but nothing shall
prevent the Creditor from enforcing this agreement or any related judg-
ment against the Guarantor in any other jurisdiction.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED at [place] this [date].

[Signature of Guarantor]

29:2

Continuing Guarantee (Joint and Several Guarantors)

GUARANTEE AND POSTPONEMENT OF CLAIMS
AGREEMENT made [date] by [name, address, type of entity and jurisdic-
tion of residence, if an individual, or jurisdiction governing subsistence,
if a corporation, partnership or other artificial legal entity of each
guarantor] (each of whom is individually referred to as the "Guaran-
tor") to and in favour of [name and address of creditor] (the "Credi-
tor").
IN CONSIDERATION OF the sum of $10 and other good and valuable con-
sideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, the
Guarantor (jointly and severally with every other Guarantor) agrees
with the Creditor as follows:

1. Guaranteed obligations

The Guarantor irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due
and punctual payment and performance of all debts, liabilities and obli-
gations (collectively the "Guaranteed Obligations") of [name of debtor]
(the "Debtor") to the Creditor whenever, however or wherever in-
curred and any ultimate unpaid balance thereof.

2. Costs and expenses

The Guarantor agrees to pay the Creditor, upon demand, all out-of-
pocket costs and expenses (including, without limitation, legal fees on a
solicitor and client basis) incurred by or on behalf of the Creditor in
connection with enforcing any of its rights against the Debtor in respect
of the Guaranteed Obligations or against the Guarantor.

Division I 29-9 July 1992
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3. Right to immediate payment

The Creditor shall not be bound to seek or exhaust its recourse
against the Debtor or any other persons or to realize on any securities it
may hold in respect of the Guaranteed Obligations before being enti-
tled to payment from the Guarantor under this agreement and the
Guarantor renounces all benefits of discussion and division.

4. Payment on demand

The liability of the Guarantor shall be payable immediately upon
written demand and such demand shall be conclusively deemed to have
been effectually made and given when an envelope containing such de-
mand, addressed to the Guarantor, is delivered to the attention of the
Guarantor at the address of the Guarantor set forth in this agreement
or at such other address as the Guarantor may from time to time desig-
nate to the Creditor in writing. The liability of the Guarantor shall bear
interest from the date of such demand and both before and after judg-
ment at the rate of % per annum.

5. Statement of accounts

Any account settled or stated by or between the Creditor and the
Debtor, or if any such account has not been so stated or settled prior to
any demand for payment, any account stated by the Creditor shall, in
the absence of manifest error, be accepted by the Guarantor as conclu-
sive evidence that the amount of the Guaranteed Obligations so settled
or stated is due and payable by the Debtor to the Creditor.

6. Liability absolute

The liability of the Guarantor shall be absolute and unconditional ir-
respective of:

(a) the invalidity, unenforceabiliry or illegality, in whole or in part,
of any agreements, instruments or other documents held by the
Creditor to create, represent or evidence any Guaranteed Obli-
gations;

(b) any defence, counterclaim or right of set-off available to the
Debtor;

(c) any change in the name, objects, capital, constating documents
or by-laws of the Debtor;

(d) any amalgamation, merger or re-organization of the Debtor or,
if a partnership, in the firm, including, without limitation, by /
reason of the death, retirement or admission for membership of ^
any partners (in which case this agreement shall apply to the
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corporation or partnership, as the case may be, resulting or
continuing therefrom); or

(e) any other circumstances which might otherwise constitute, in
whole or in part, a defence available to, or a discharge of, the
Guarantor, the Debtor or any other persons, firms or corpora-
tions in respect of the Guaranteed Obligations or the liability of
the Guarantor.

7. Dealings by Creditor

The Creditor may, without giving notice to or obtaining the consent
of the Guarantor, grant extensions of time and other indulgences, take
and give up securities, accept compositions, grant releases and dis-
charges, whether full, partial, conditional or otherwise, perfect or fail to
perfect any securities, release any undertaking, property or assets
charged by any securities to third parties and otherwise deal or fail to
deal with the Debtor and others (including, without limitation, any
other guarantors) and securities, hold any moneys received from the
Debtor and others or from any securities unappropriated, apply such
moneys against such part of the Guaranteed Obligations and change
any such application in whole or in part from time to time, all as the
Creditor may see fit, without prejudice to or in any way discharging or
diminishing the liability of the Guarantor and no loss of or in respect of
any securities received by the Creditor from the Debtor or any other
persons, whether occasioned through the fault of the Creditor or other-
wise, shall in any way discharge or diminish the liability of the Guaran-
tor.

8. Liability as principal debtor

All debts, liabilities and obligations purporting to be incurred by the
Debtor and owing to the Creditor shall form part of the Guaranteed
Obligations notwithstanding any incapacity, disability, or lack or limita-
tion of status or power of the Debtor or any of its directors, officers or
agents or that the Debtor may not be a legal entity or any irregularity or
defect or informality in the incurring of such debts, liabilities or obliga-
tions and any such debts, liabilities and obligations which may not be
recoverable from the Guarantor as guarantor shall be recoverable from
the Guarantor as principal debtor upon demand and with interest, cal-
culated and payable as provided in this agreement.

9. Continuing nature and reinstatement

This agreement is a continuing guarantee and shall apply to and se-
cure payment of all Guaranteed Obligations and any ultimate unpaid
balance thereof. This agreement shall be reinstated if at any time any
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payment of any Guaranteed Obligations is rescinded or must otherwise
be returned by the Creditor upon the insolvency, bankruptcy or reorga-
nization of the Debtor or for any other reason whatsoever, aii as though
such payment had not been made.

10. Liquidation, bankruptcy, etc.

In the event of any liquidation, winding up or bankruptcy of the
Debtor (whether voluntary or compulsory) or in the event that the
Debtor shall make a bulk sale of any of its assets within the bulk trans-
fer provisions of any applicable legislation or any composition with
creditors or scheme of arrangement, the Creditor shall have the right to
rank in priority to the Guarantor for its claim in respect of the Guaran-
teed Obligations and to receive all dividends or other payments in re-
spect thereof until its claim has been paid in full, all without prejudice
to its claim against the Guarantor who shall continue to be liable for any
remaining unpaid balance of the Guarant ed Obligations. In the event
of any valuation or retention by the Creditor of any securities, such val-
uation or retention shall not, as between the Creditor and the Guaran-
tor, be considered payment, satisfaction or reduction of any
Guaranteed Obligations. /

11. Waiver of subrogation rights

In the event that the Creditor receives any payments on account of
the liability of the Guarantor, the Guarantor shall not have, and waives
to the extent required, all rights to claim repayment from or against the
Debtor and any other guarantors and all rights to be subrogated to any
rights of the Creditor, until the Guaranteed Obligations have been paid
in full.

12. Termination of further liability

Subject to the following sentence, the Guarantor may by written no-
tice to the Creditor, delivered to the attention of [name or position of
responsible person] at the address of the Creditor set forth in this agree-
ment or at such other address as the Creditor may from time to time
designate to the Guarantor in writing, terminate any further liability in f
respect of Guaranteed Obligations incurred by the Debtor more than ^

days (the "Notice Period") after receipt of such notice. The
Guarantor shall remain liable for all Guaranteed Obligations incurred
prior to, but maturing after, the expiration of the Notice Period and for
all Guaranteed Obligations incurred after the expiration of the Notice
Period pursuant to any prior commitments (express or implied) of the /
Creditor. This agreement shall not terminate upon the death or inca- \
pacity of the Guarantor or upon receipt by the Creditor of any notice in
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respect thereof and the heirs, legal representatives, successors and as-
signs of the Guarantor shall continue to be liable, unless and to the ex-
tent that any further liability is terminated as provided in this
agreement.

13. Postponement and assignment of claims

All present and future debts, liabilities and obligations (collectively
the "Assigned Obligations") of the Debtor to the Guarantor are post-
poned to the payment of the Guaranteed Obligations and are assigned
by the Guarantor to the Creditor as continuing security for the payment
of the liability of the Guarantor. Any moneys or other property re-
ceived by the Guarantor in respect of any Assigned Obligations shall be
received in trust for, and immediately paid over to, the Creditor with all
necessary endorsements and assignments and pending such payment
shall be held separate and apart from all other property held by the
Guarantor. Any moneys received by the Creditor pursuant to this sec-
tion, including moneys derived from instruments and any other prop-
erty, may be applied against any Guaranteed Obligations or held by the
Creditor as continuing security for the liability of the Guarantor or re-
leased to the Guarantor, all as the Creditor may see fit and without pre-
judicing or in any way discharging or diminishing the liability of the
Guarantor. In the event that the further liability of the Guarantor is ter-
minated, the provisions of this agreement relating to the postponement
and assignment of the Assigned Obligations shall continue in full force
and effect until the Guaranteed Obligations have been paid in full and
the Creditor is under no obligation to make any further advances or ex-
tend any other financial accomodation to or for the benefit of the
Debtor. Despite the foregoing, the Guarantor shall be entitled to re-
ceive and deal with any payments on account of any Assigned Obliga-
tions in the form of [salaries and any other permitted payments] made
by the Debtor in the ordinary course of business prior to a default in the
payment of any Guaranteed Obligations.

14. No rights of set-off

All amounts payable by the Guarantor shall be paid without set-off
or counterclaim and without any deduction or withholding whatsoever
unless and to the extent that the Guarantor shall be prohibited by law
from doing so, in which case the Guarantor shall pay to the Creditor
such additional amount as shall be necessary to ensure that the Creditor
receives the full amount it would have received if no such deduction or
withholding had been made.
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15. Entire agreement

There are no representations, conditions, agreements or understand-
ings with respect to this agreement or affecting the liability of the Guar-
antor other than as set forth or referred to in this agreement. „

16. Additional security

This agreement is in addition and without prejudice to any security of
any kind (including, without limitation, any guarantees, whether or not
in the same form as this agreement) now or hereafter held by the Credi-
tor.

17. Further assurances

The Guarantor shall from time to time upon the request of the Credi-
tor, execute and deliver, under seal or otherwise, all such further agree-
ments, instruments and documents and do all such further acts and
things as the Creditor may require to give effect to the transactions con-
templated by this agreement.

18. Successors, assigns and governing law .

This agreement shall enure to the benefit of and be binding upon the ^
respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the
Guarantor and the Creditor and shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of [province]. The Guarantor irrevocably sub-
mits to the jurisdiction of the courts of {province] in any action or pro-
ceeding arising out of or relating to this agreement but nothing shall
prevent the Creditor from enforcing this agreement or any related judg-
ment against the Guarantor in any other jurisdiction.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED at [place] this [date].
[Signatures of Guarantors]

2. OPTIONAL CLAUSES

(A) GUARANTEED OBLIGATIONS

NOTE: In the event that the Guaranteed Obligations are limited, the /
other provisions of the Complete Form of Guarantee should be re- V
viewed to eliminate any internal inconsistencies and to determine
whether the definition of Guaranteed Obligations is appropriate in the
postponement and assignment of claims and other sections in which the
definition is used. If the Guaranteed Obligations are restricted to the
obligations under a specific agreement so that the guarantee is not a ,
continuing guarantee, the termination section in the Complete Form of \
Guarantee should be deleted.
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29:3

Loan Agreements

The Guarantor irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due
and punctual payment and performance of all present and future debts,
liabilities and obligations (collectively the "Guaranteed Obligations")
of [name of debtor] (the "Debtor") to the Creditor under the loan
agreement made [date] between the Creditor and the Debtor, as such
agreement may from time to time be amended, renewed, supple-
mented, replaced or otherwise modified.

29:4

Trade Accounts

The Guarantor irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due
and punctual payment of the purchase price, fees and all other amounts
(collectively the "Guaranteed Obligations") payable by [name of
debtor] (the "Debtor") to the Creditor in respect of all [describe goods
and services] from time to time supplied by the Creditor to the Debtor
from and after [date],

29:5

Specific Debt

The Guarantor irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees the due
and punctual payment of all amounts (collectively the "Guaranteed Ob-
ligations"), including, without limitation, all principal and interest pay-
able by [name of debtor] (the "Debtor") to the Creditor under the
[describe agreement], a copy of which is attached, as such agreement
may from time to time be amended, renewed, supplemented, replaced
or otherwise modified.

(B) LIMITED RECOURSE

29:6

Limitation as to Amount

The liability of the Guarantor shall be limited to the sum of $
and the payment of costs, expenses and interest as provided in this
agreement.
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29:7

Limitation as to Amount and Reduction of Maximum Liability

The liability of the Guarantor shall be limited to the sum of $
(the "Maximum Liability") and the payment of costs, expenses and in- /•
terest as provided in this agreement. The Maximum Liability of the '
Guarantor shall be reduced by [amount of reduction] on [date] unless
prior thereto the Creditor has demanded payment of any Guaranteed
Obligations prior to the Reduction Date [insert any other conditions ap-
plying to the reduction],

29:8

Limitation as to Recourse
Note: When the recourse of the guarantor is limited to specific prop-

erty, the language of the security should be consistent with the limited
recourse language of the guarantee.

The recourse of the Creditor against the Guarantor shall be limited to
realizing on [describe the undertaking, property and assets subject to the
security given by the guarantor in support of the guarantee] pursuant to /
[describe the security], it being understood and agreed that the Guaran- \
tor shall not be liable to the Creditor for any deficiency resulting from
any such realization or otherwise. In the event of any conflict or incon-
sistency between the provisions of such security and the provisions of
this agreement, the provisions of this agreement shall govern.

(C) OTHER

29:9

Judgment Currency
Note: The rules of practice in the relevant jurisdition should be re-

viewed to determine the extent, if any, that the courts will permit the
parties to determine the applicable rate of exchange.

In the event that the Creditor obtains any judgment in a currency (
(the "Other Currency") in respect of any liability of the Guarantor in ^
any other currency (the "Original Currency"), the Creditor and the
Guarantor agree that the rate of exchange to be used in determining the
amount of the judgment shall be the rate of exchange quoted by the
bankers of the Creditor as the rate at which the Creditor could purchase
the Original Currency with the Other Currency on the banking day pre- /
ceding the date on which the judgment is rendered. The liability of the V
Guarantor in respect of any amount due in the Original Currency shall,
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despite any judgment in the Other Currency, be discharged only to the
extent that on the banking day following receipt of the payment or satis-
faction of the judgment, the Creditor, through its bankers, is able to
purchase the Original Currency with the Other Currency. If the amount
of the Original Currency purchased by the Creditor is less than the
amount of the Original Currency originally due to it, the Guarantor
agrees, as a separate obligation, to indemnify the Creditor against such
loss, and if the amount so purchased exceeds the sum originally due to
the Creditor, the Creditor agrees to remit such excess to the Guarantor.

3. SUPPORTING CERTIFICATES

(A) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

NOTE: The following certificates have been drafted for use in cir-
cumstances where the corporation giving financial assistance by means
of a guarantee is governed by the Canada Business Corporations Act,
R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 (the "CBCA") or the Business Corporations Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16 (the "OBCA").

29:10

Share Ownership Exemptions

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATES
TO: [Names of creditor and other persons relying on the certificate]

The following certificates are given in connection with s.
of the [Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 or
Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16] and the guarantee
made by [name of guarantor] (the "Guarantor") on [date] in favour of
[name of creditor] (the "Creditor"), guaranteeing payment and perfor-
mance of certain obligations of [name of debtor] (the "Debtor").

[Name of Guarantor]
The undersigned as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the

Guarantor certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Guarantor that
[where the Guarantor is the holding body corporate of the Debtor and is
relying upon the exemption permitting a holding body corporate to give
financial assistance to a subsidiary, insert the Guarantor is the beneficial
owner of [description of the shares] in the Debtor or where the Guaran-
tor is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Debtor and relying upon the ex-
emption permitting a wholly owned subsidiary to give financial assistance
to its holding body corporate, insert the issued and outstanding shares in
the Guarantor consist of [description of the shares] and the Debtor is the
owner of record of all such shares].
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]
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[Name of Debtor)
The undersigned as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the

Debtor certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Debtor that [where
the Debtor is a subsidiary of the Guarantor and the Guarantor is relying
upon the exemption permitting a holding body corporate to give financial (
assistance to a subsidiary, insert the Guarantor is the owner of record of *
[description of shares] and such shares carry sufficient votes, if exer-
cised, to elect a majority of the directors of the Debtor or where the
Debtor is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Guarantor and the Guarantor
is relying upon the exemption permitting a wholly owned subsidiary to
give financial assistance to its holding body corporate, insert the Guaran-
tor is the owner of record of [description of shares], being all of the is-
sued and outstanding shares in the Debtor].
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]

29:11

Solvency Test Exemption
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATE (

TO: [Names of creditor and other persons relying on the certificate]
This certificate is given in connection with s. of the

[Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 or Business
Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16] and the financial assistance
(the "Financial Assistance") given by [name of guarantor] (the "Guar-
antor") by virtue of the guarantee dated executed by the
Guarantor in favour of [name of creditor] (the "Creditor"), guarantee-
ing payment and performance of certain obligations of [name of debtor]
(the "Debtor").

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Guarantor, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Guarantor that:

1. I have reviewed such financial and other books and records of the
Guarantor and made such other inquiries as I believed necessary in or-
der to make the statements expressed in this certificate;

2. Prior to and at the time that the Corporation gave the Financial
Assistance, the Guarantor was, and having given the Financial Assis-
tance continues to be, able to pay its liabilities as they become due; and

3. The realizable value of the assets of the Guarantor after giving the
Financial Assistance, excluding the amount of Financial Assistance in
the form of [where the CBCA applies, insert assets pledged or encum- /
bered to secure the Guarantee or where the OBCA applies, insert any V
secured guarantee], was and continues to be greater than the aggregate
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of the liabilities and the stated capital of all classes of shares in the
Guarantor.
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]

29:12

No Application Certificate
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATE

TO: [Names of creditor and other persons relying on the certificate]
This certificate is given in connection with s. of the

[Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 or Business
Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16] (the "Financial Assistance
Provisions") and the financial assistance (the "Financial Assistance")
given by [name of guarantor] (the "Guarantor") by virtue of the guar-
antee dated executed by the Guarantor in favour of [name
of creditor], guaranteeing payment and performance of certain obliga-
tions of [name of debtor] (the "Debtor").

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Debtor, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Debtor that:

1. I have reviewed the Financial Assistance Provisions with legal
counsel and made such other inquiries as I believed necessary in order
to make the statements expressed in this certificate;

2. The Debtor is not a shareholder, director, officer or employee of
the Guarantor or of any affiliated corporation of the Guarantor and is
not an associate of any such person; and

3. The Financial Assistance has not been given by the Guarantor for
the purpose of, or in connection with, any purchase of any shares in the
Guarantor or any affiliated corporation of the Guarantor.
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]

(B) CORPORATE AUTHORITY

NOTE: The following certificates have been drafted for use in cir-
cumstances where the guarantor is governed by the CBCA or the
OBCA. The certificates track the current language of the applicable de-
finitons and sections dealing with the powers of the guarantor and its di-
rectors.
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29:13

Corporate Authority Certificate (Short Form)
TO: [Names of creditor and other persons relying on the certificate]

This certificate is given in connection with s. of the
[Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 or Business (
Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16] (the "Financial Assistance
Provisions") and the guarantee (the "Guarantee") made by [name of
guarantor] (the "Corporation") on [date] in favour of [name of creditor]
(the "Creditor"), guaranteeing payment and performance o( certain
obligations of [name of debtor].

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Corporation, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Corporation
that:

1. Attached as Schedule "A" are true and complete copies of resolu-
tions (the "Authorizing Resolutions") of the directors of the Corpora-
tion authorizing the Corporation to enter into, execute and deliver, and
perform its obligations under, the Guarantee. The Authorizing Resolu-
tions have been duly and validly passed in accordance with applicable
law, are the only resolutions of the directors and shareholders of the
Corporation pertaining to the subject matter thereof and are in full f
force and effect;

2. Attached as Schedule "B" is a list of the names, positions and,
where signed, true signatures of the directors and officers of the Corpo-
ration. The directors and officers of the Corporation have been duly
elected or appointed to their respective positions and have held such
positions continuously since or before [a date that is prior to the Autho-
rizing Resolutions and the execution and delivery of the Guarantee and
any other agreements, instruments or documents authorized by the Au-
thorizing Resolutions];

3. There are no provisions in the constating documents or the by-laws
the Corporation or in any unanimous shareholders' agreement affecting
the Corporation which restrict or limit the power of the Corporation:

(a) to issue, reissue, sell or pledge debt obligations of the Corpora-
tion;

(b) subject to the Financial Assistance Provisions, to give a guaran- (
tee on behalf of the Corporation to secure performance of an
obligation of any person;

(c) to mortgage, hypothecate, pledge or otherwise create a security
interest in all or any property of the Corporation, owned or
subsequently acquired, to secure any obligation of the Corpora-
tion; or (

(d) to delegate any or all of the preceding powers to a director,
committee of directors or an officer of the Corporation;
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and
4. The execution and delivery by the Corporation to the Creditor of

the Guarantee and all other agreements, instruments and documents
authorized by the Authorizing Resolutions and the consummation of
the transactions contemplated thereby do not and will not:

(a) contravene any contractual restriction to which the Corpora-
tion is a party or by which the Corporation or any of its under-
taking, property or assets is bound;

(b) violate any writ, judgment, injunction, determination or award
which is binding on the Corporation or any of its undertaking,
property or assets; or

(c) result in or require the creation or imposition of any lien, secu-
rity interest or other encumbrance on or with respect to any un-
dertaking, property or assets of the Corporation, except in
favour of the Creditor.

DATED:
[Signature, name and position of officer]

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Corporation, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Corporation
that [name of the officer signing above] is the duly appointed [position of
the officer signing above] of the Corporation and that the signature ap-
pearing above is [his or her] true signature.
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]
[Attach Schedules "A" and "B"]

29:14

Corporate Authority Certificate (Long Form)
TO: [Names of creditor and other persons relying on the certificate]

This certificate is given in connection with s. of the
[Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44 or Business
Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16] (the "Financial Assistance
Provisions") and the guarantee (the "Guarantee") made by [name of
guarantor] (the "Corporation") on [date] in favour of [name of creditor]
(the "Creditor"), guaranteeing payment and performance of certain
obligations of [name of debtor].

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Corporation, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Corporation
that:

1. Attached as Schedule "A" are true and complete copies of the cer-
tificate and constating documents of the Corporation (the "Articles").
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The Articles are in full force and effect and neither the directors nor the
shareholders of the Corporation have passed, confirmed or consented
to any amendments or variations to the Articles and no proceedings are
threatened or pending to dissolve the Corporation;

2. Attached as Schedule "B" are true and complete copies of the by-
laws of the Corporation (the "By-laws"). The By-laws comprise all of
the by-laws of the Corporation, are in full force and effect and neither
the directors nor the shareholders of the Corporation have passed, con-
firmed or consented to any resolutions amending or varying the By-
laws;

3. Attached as Schedule "C" are true and complete copies of resolu-
tions (the "Authorizing Resolutions") of the directors of the Corpora-
tion authorizing the Corporation to enter into, execute and deliver, and
perform its obligations under, the Guarantee. The Authorizing Resolu-
tions have been duly and validly passed in accordance with applicable
law, are the only resolutions of the directors and shareholders of the
Corporation pertaining to the subject matter thereof and are in full
force and effect;

4. Attached as Schedule "D" is a list of the names, positions and,
where signed, true signatures of the directors and officers of the Corpo-
ration. The directors and officers of the Corporation have been duly
elected or appointed to their respective positions and have held such
positions continuously since or before [a date that is prior to the Autho-
rizing Resolutions and the execution and delivery of the Guarantee and
any other agreements, instruments or documents authorized by the Au-
thorizing Resolutions);

5. There are no provisions in any unanimous shareholders' agreement
affecting the Corporation which restrict or limit the power of the Cor-
poration:

(a) to borrow money upon the credit of the Corporation;
(b) to issue, reissue, sell or pledge debt obligations of the Corpora-

tion;
(c) subject to the Financial Assistance Provisions, to give a guaran-

tee on behalf of the Corporation to secure performance of an
obligation of any person;

(d) to mortgage, hypothecate, pledge or otherwise create a security
interest in all or any property of the Corporation, owned or
subsequently acquired, to secure any obligation of the Corpora-
tion; or

(e) to delegate any or all of the preceding powers to a director,
committee of directors or an officer of the Corporation;

and
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6. The execution and delivery by the Corporation to the Creditor of
the Guarantee and all other agreements, instruments and documents
authorized by the Authorizing Resolutions and the consummation of
the transactions contemplated thereby do not and will not:

(a) contravene any contractual restriction to which the Corpora-
tion is a party or by which the Corporation or any of its under-
taking, property or assets is bound;

(b) violate any writ, judgment, injunction, determination or award
which is binding on the Corporation or any of its undertaking,
property or assets; or

(c) result in or require the creation or imposition of any lien, secu-
rity interest or other encumbrance on or with respect to any un-
dertaking, property or assets of the Corporation, except in
favour of the Creditor.

DATED:
[Signature, name and position of officer]

The undersigned, as the duly appointed [position of officer] of the
Corporation, certifies on behalf and under the seal of the Corporation
that [name of the officer signing above] is the duly appointed [position of
the officer signing above] of the Corporation and that the signature ap-
pearing above is [his or her] true signature.
DATED:

[Signature, name and position of officer]
[Attach Schedules "A", "B", "C" and "D"]

(C) OTHER

29:15

Independent Legal Advice

Note: When a guarantee is taken when the debtor is in default or the
risk of loss may be high, it would be prudem to have the guarantor ac-
knowledge in the certificate that he or she is aware of such circum-
stances and that the creditor has not made any representations as to the
creditworthiness of the debtor or the risk of loss to the guarantor.

CERTIFICATE OF INDEPENDENT LEGAL ADVICE

TO: [Name of creditor]
I hereby certify that I was consulted by [name of guarantor] (my "'Cli-

ent") of [address of guarantor] as to the effect of my Client executing a
guarantee and security documents (collectively the "Guarantee and Se-
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curity Documents") in the form attached in favour of [name of creditor]
(the "Creditor").

I explained to my Client the nature of, and advised my Client fully as
to the liability which my Client would incur by executing, each of the
Guarantee and Security Documents. I also advised my Client fully as to
the manner in which such liability may be enforced by the Creditor. My
Client has informed me and I am satisfied that my Client fully under-
stands the nature and effect of executing each of the Guarantee and Se-
curity Documents and that, in executing each of the Guarantee and
Security Documents, my Client is acting freely and voluntarily and not
under any undue influence exercised by [name of debtor] (the
"Debtor"), the Creditor or any of their respective officers, employees
or agents, the spouse or any other family members of my Client or any
other persons whomsoever (the Debtor, the Creditor and all of the
other foregoing persons, collectively the "Other Persons").

I have given this advice to my Client as the solicitor and in the inter-
ests of my Client only and without regard to or consideration for the in-
terests of any Other Persons. I am not acting on behalf of any Other
Persons in connection with this matter.
DATED:

[Signature of solicitor and name and address of solicitor's firm]

I hereby acknowledge that all of the statements made in this certifi-
cate are true and that [name of solicitor], in advising me, was consulted
by me as my personal solicitor and in my interest only.
DATED:
[Signature and name of solicitor] [Signature and name of guarantor]

4. DEMAND AND TERMINATION

NOTE: The following forms should be amended, if necessary, to cor-
respond to any specific requirements in the Guarantee.

29:16

Demand

DEMAND FOR PAYMENT

TO: [Name of guarantor and the address at which a demand for pay-
ment is to be given]

This demand for payment is made pursuant to the guarantee (the
"Guarantee") dated , executed by [name of guarantor] (the
"Guarantor"), guaranteeing payment and performance of the obliga-
tions (the "Guaranteed Obligations") of [name of debtor] (the
"Debtor") to [name of creditor] (the "Creditor") described therein.
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The Creditor gives notice to the Guarantor that the Debtor has de-
faulted in the payment to the Creditor of Guaranteed Obligations in the
amount of S (the "Amount in Default") and that the
Amount in Default is due and owing to the Creditor and remains out-

/ standing. The Creditor hereby demands pursuant to the Guarantee that
the Guarantor immediately pay the Amount in Default to the Creditor
between the hours of [office hours] at [address of place of payment] to-
gether with interest thereon from the date hereof at the rate of [rate of
interest under the guarantee]. Interest is accruing on the Amount in De-
fault at a per diem rate of

In the event that payment of the Amount in Default and any accrued
interest thereon is not received by the Creditor on or before [the expiry
date of any period granted to the Guarantor in order to make the pay-
ment, or if payment is required immediately upon demand, the date upon
which the Creditor intends to commence proceedings against the
Guarantor], the Creditor will take all necessary legal proceedings to en-
force and recover the payment thereof.

The Creditor reserves all of its rights against the Guarantor under the
Guarantee and at law.
DATED:

1 [Signature and name of creditor]

29:17

Termination Notice

Note: The wording of the notice should be amended, if necessary, to
track the language used in the guarantee.

TERMINATION OF GUARANTEE

TO: [Name of creditor and the address at which notice of termination is
to be given]

This notice is given pursuant to the guarantee (the "Guarantee")
dated , executed by [name of guarantor] (the "Guarantor"),
guaranteeing payment and performance of certain obligations of [name
of debtor] to [name of creditor] described therein.

( The Guarantor revokes and determines the Guarantee, and gives no-
tice that its liability thereunder shall cease and determine, upon receipt
of this notice.
DATED:

[Signature and name of guarantor]
Receipt acknowledged this [date],

I [Signature and name of creditor]
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PROMISSORY NOTE

I , PROMISE TO PAY TO

ON DEMAND, THE SUM OF $ . INTERST TO BE CALCULATED AT THE

RATE OF PER ANNUM, CALCULATED AND COMPOUNDED HALF YEARLY .

NAME

DATE
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RECLAMATION

BONO NO.:
Permit Numbers

KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS
.of .

.as principal; and
,of
surety; are held firmly bound unto the state of

the 01 vision of E^ironmental protection in the sum of
DJISdollars ( $ J M H R H L . } t lawful

States"» whicfi" miay % increased or decreased by a rider hereto ^-^s, „
the sa/ne Banner as this bond, for the payment of which SUR» the principal
and surety bind themselves, their successors, and assigns, jointly end
severally, by these presents.

The principal and surety shall apply this bond for the faithful performance
of any and all of the conditions and stipulations as sat forth ir\ this
bond, the permit number cited above, the provisions of MRS 519A and the
regulations at NAC 51ÔA. In the case of any default in the performance of
the conditions and stipulations of such undertakings, it 1s agreed that thô
surety and principal shall apply the total amount of said bond or any
portion thereof, to the satisfaction of any damages, reclamation,
assessments, penalties, or deficiencies arising by reason of such default.

BOND CONDITIONS

1. WHEREAS the. principal has an interest in a raining cla1n»<$),
nrillsiteU), or tunnel site(s) and/or responsibility for operations on the
mining cla1»(s), raillsite(s)« tunnel site(a) on Public and/or Private Lands
under the regulations and statutes dtôd m this bond; and

2, WHEREAS th» principal has applied for, or will apply for and receive
approval for a permit from Nevada pivision of Environmental Protection
(NOEP) to conduct exploration or mining activities in the State of
and euch permit(a) may contain conditions and stipulations, including a
reclamation p1an(«), consistent with provisions of KR$ 519A and any
reculât ions promulgated thereunder; end
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Suroty Bond Contract

3. WHEREAS the principal has promised to deliver to the State of
bond substantially 1n the form hereof upon the approval of the above
referenced permit by the Division of Environmental Protection to
secure his/her performance of the terms and conditions contained 1n the
permit; and

4. WHEREAS thô principal and surety agree that, upon adequate proof of
acceptance by the surety being provided to the NDEP, the coverage of this
bond, in addition to the present holdings of and/or authorization (a)
granted to th« principal, shall extend to and Include:

a. Any transfer of operating rights under $a1d permit, hereafter
entered into or acquired by the principal affecting wining claim(s),

l C tunnel site(s), on public and/or private lands; and

b. Any activity subsequent hereto of the principal as owner or
operator under any permit issued pursuant to the regulations and statutes
cited 1n this bond; and

5. WHEREAS the principal and surety agree(s) that with notice to the
surety that tM<s bona shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding
any assignment(s) of any part or a n of the mining c7a7m(s), o:Ws1te(*)t
tunnel $1te(s), on public and/or private lands covered by the permit. No
assignment of any interest under this bond shall release the principal
named heroin of any obligation undar the terms of this bond or under said
permit unless the NDEP has given prior written agreement to such release;
and

6, WHEREAS the principal and surety hereby waive any right to notice of,
and agree that this bond shall romain 1n full force and effect»
notwithstanding:

a. Any transfer(s) 1n whole or 1n part, of any or all of the
mining cla1m(s), Biiilsita(s), tunnel site(s) on public lands and/or private
lands covered by said permit and further agrees to nwaain bound under this
bond as to the Interests in the permit retained by the principal; and

b. Any modification of the permit and the obligations hereunder as
provided in paragraph 4 hereinor or otherwise; and
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Surety Bond Contract

7, WHEREA8 thft principal and surety hereby agree that notwithstanding
the termination, transfer, cancellation, or rel1nqu1*hment of any mining
cUta(«). aWsitâ(«) f or tonnai site(3) covered by t h U perait» whether by
operation of law or otherwise tha bond shall remain in full fore* and
effect as to the terms and conditions .of the panait and obligations covered
by this bond; and

8» WHEREAS should the surety elect to cancel this bond, th* surety
a g r m to give th« principal &M the Division of Environmental
Protection 90 days written notice by certified mall, return recel
requestedi at their respective addresses as stated herein. The surety
further agrees that in the event of such cancellation this bond shall
remain 1n full force and effect as to all areas within the permit disturbed
prior to the effective datt of such cancellation, unless and until the
principal shall file a substitute bond or other acceptable instrument to
protect the Interests of the ivision of Environmental Protection
and such bond or instrument is accepted by the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection; and

9. WHEREAS the principal and surety agree that 1n the event of an>
default under the permit, the State of , through the . Division
of Environmental Protection, may commence and prosecute any claim, suit, or
other proceeding against tha surety and principal, or either of thorn,
without tha necessity of joining th« ©wndr(s) or operators of tht aiming

foilla1t&(s), or tunnel site<$) covertd by the penult; and

10. WHEREAS if the principal falls to comply with any provisions of th«
permit, and the nonconpliance continued for 3û days after written notice
thereof, such permit shall be subject to suspension or revocation under NAC
519A.220, and the principal shall also be subject to the applicable
provisions and penalties of NAC 519A.405. This provision shall not be
construad to prevent the exercise by the State of Nevada of any otner legal
and equitable remedy; and

11. WHEREAS, on the faith of the foregoing promises, represantations, and
appointments and in consideration of this bond, tia* $ut« of ha«
been requested to approve the parmit referenced harein; and



Surety Bond Contract

12. NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation 1s that if said
principal, his/her heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns
shall, in all respects, faithfully comply with all of tha provisions of the
permit and any amendments thereto* and the statutes, rules and regulations
contained 1n NRS 619A and NAC 5iôA, then this obligation shall b« null and
void; Othorwiso It «hall remain in full ferce and effect.

Signed this,
presence of:

day of ., Jn tin»

NAMES AND ADDRESSES

(Principal)

(Business Address)

If this bond 1& executed by a corporation, it oust bear the seal of the
corporation!

** TOTAL PAGE.005
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CHAPTER 36

LETTERS OF CREDIT
NOTE: The material appearing in this chapter was prepared by Susan

DiMarco, Mississauga.

FORM PAGE

Commentary 36-1
36:1 Application for Documentary Letter of Credit 36-3
36:2 Agreement for Documentary Letter of Credit 36-4
36:3 Agreement for Standby Letter of Credit 36-12
36:4 Irrevocable Documentary1 Letter of Credit 36-17
36:5 Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit 36-19

Commentary

The expressions "documentary credit(s)" and "standby letter(s) of
credit" (hereinafter referred to as "credits") mean any arrangement,
however named or described, whereby a bank (the issuing bank), acting
at the request and on the instructions of a customer (the applicant for
the credit),

(a) is to make a payment to or to the order of a third party (the
beneficiary), or is to pay or accept bills of exchange (drafts)
drawn by the benficiary, or

(b) authorizes another bank to effect such payment, or to pay, ac-
cept or negotiate such bills of exchange (drafts),

against stipulated documents, provided that the terms and conditions of
the credit are complied with. (Article 2 of the Uniform Customs and
Practice for Documentary Credits (1983 Revision), International
Chamber of Commerce. Publication No. 400.)

Basically, there are two types of letters of credit. First, the documen-
tary (or commercial) letter of credit is utilized in transactions where one
party wishes to sell goods to a second party with whom it is not familiar
and feels uncertain as to its creditworthiness. The seller (the benefi-
ciary) will require the purchaser (the applicant) to arrange for a letter of
credit to be issued in favour of the seller from an issuing bank (the ap-
plicant's bank). This letter of credit will specify the documentation
which the seller (beneficiary) must produce in order to submit a request
for payment (draw request) on the issuing bank and receive payment
under the letter of credit.

Secondly, a standby letter of credit is utilized in transactions where
one party (the applicant) has undertaken an obligation in favour of a
second party (the beneficiary) and the second party requires security in
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Commentary -Continued I

the form of a standby letter of credit issued by the issuing bank (the ap-
plicant's bank) in the event the applicant fails to perform its obligations.
A standby letter of credit typically provides that the beneficiary submit
to the issuing bank a certificate stating that the obligation in favour of
the beneficiary has not been performed by the applicant and, accord- Z'
ingly, the beneficiary is entitled to submit a draw request on the issuing V
bank and receive payment under the letter of credit.

Documentary letters of credit and standby letters of credit are subject
to the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits pub-
lished by the International Chamber of Commerce. The most current is
the 1983 Revision, published as International Chamber of Commerce,
Publication No. 400. The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documen-
tary Credits serves to provide standardization and uniformity for letters
of credit. It is an accepted practice in Canada to incorporate by refer-
ence the Uniform Customs into a letter of credit and accompanying
documentation.

A letter of credit may be either revocable or irrevocable. A revocable
letter of credit may be cancelled or amended by the issuing bank at any
time and without prior notice to the beneficiary. The issuing bank
should provide notice of the amendment or cancellation to the paying /
or negotiating bank as the issuing bank must reimburse any other V
branch or bank which has paid, accepted or negotiated the letter of
credit in accordance with its terms and conditions prior to receipt by
such branch or bank of notice of amendment or cancellation (Article 9
of the Uniform Customs).

An irrevocable letter of credit provides a definite undertaking of the
issuing bank to make payment and may not be revoked by the issuing
bank. It remains in effect until its expiration date.

Article 7c of the Uniform Customs provides that a letter of credit
shall be deemed to be revocable in the absence of any indication in the
letter of credit that is irrevocable.

A letter of credit may be a confirmed letter of credit. A confirmed
letter of credit arises in circumstances in which a beneficiary or issuing
bank requests or authorizes another bank (the confirming bank) to add
its undertaking of payment to the letter of credit. The confirmation of /
the confirming bank constitutes a definite undertaking of the bank in \
addition to that of the issuing bank and the beneficiary may rely on both
undertakings.

A letter of credit may be transferable. A transferable letter of credit
is a letter of credit under which the beneficiary has the right to request
the bank called upon to effect payment to make the credit available in /
whole or in part to one or more other parties (second beneficiaries). A \
credit can be transferred only if it is expressly designated as "transfer-
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Commentary - Continued

able" by the issuing bank. Other words expressing the transferability of
the letter of credit are strictly prohibited under the Uniform Customs.
A transferable letter of credit may be transferred in whole only once.

A letter of credit may be a negotiation credit. Under a negotiation
credit, the beneficiary is entitled to negotiate or sell drafts drawn on the
letter of credit either to a named negotiation party or to any third party
that agrees to purchase or negotiate the drafts.

Generally, the standard letter of credit transaction involves:

(a) an application by the applicant for the letter of credit;
(b) an agreement between the applicant and the issuing bank re-

specting the provision of credit and the issuance of the letter of
credit, and the corresponding duties and obligations of the ap-
plicant and the issuing bank; and

(c) the letter of credit.

36:1

Application for Documentary Letter of Credit

Credit No. [Place and date]

To: Manager

[Name of Bank]
[Branch]

Please issue an [irrevocable or revocable or confirmed] letter of credit
by [airmail or teletransmission]
1. In favour of [full name, address, contact and telephone number of

beneficiary].
2. For account of [customer, address, contact, telephone number].
3. Available by [payment or acceptance or negotiation or draft(s)] at

[sight or [number] days' sight or [number] days after ].
4. Drawn on you or your correspondent in [place].
5. For [amount and currency].
6. Covering [full or %].
7. Invoice cost of [brief description of goods - indicate price basis, i.e.,

whether f.o.b., c.i.f., port of shipment, carrier etc.].
8. To be shipped from [country].
9. To [destination].
10. Via [specify].
11. Latest shipment date [day/month/year].
12. Partial shipments [permitted or not permitted].
13. Transhipment [permitted or not permitted].
14. Container shipments [permitted or not permitted].
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15. Insurance to be effected by seller covering all risks including war
risks with loss payable to [name of bank], [specify amount], [if other
insurance required state risks to be covered).

OR jr

15. Insurance by buyer. ^
16. Documentation required (strike out if not applicable)

(1) full set of clean on board marine bills of lading dated not later
than [date] to order of the [name and address of bank] marked
notify [customer and address];

(2) inland bills of lading [state whether rail or truck] and [to whom
consigned];

(3) other [airways consignment note or parcel post receipt etc. and
to whom consigned];

(4) commercial invoice in [number of copies];
(5) Canada Customs invoice in [number of copies];
(6) insurance policy or certificate in negotiable form;
(7) [other documents, if any].

17. [Special instructions or conditions, if any]. \

18. Documents must be presented not later than [number] days after
shipment.

19. Date of issue [date].

20. Expiry date [date].
21. Place of expiry [place].
22. This application is subject to Uniform Customs and Practice for

Documentary Credits (1983 Revision), International Chamber of
Commerce, Publication No. 400 unless otherwise expressly pro-
vided.

23. The undersigned hereby requests [name of bank] to issue its
[irrevocable] documentary letter of credit in accordance with the
foregoing instructions and in consideration of your doing so. the
undersigned agrees to execute and deliver your form of agreement
respecting same. f

[Date] [Signature of customer]

36:2

Agreement for Documentary Letter of Credit

Note: This agreement may be transformed into a Master Agreement {
for Letters of Credit by expanding the definition of "Credit" to include
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all future letters of credit. Any references to "applications" should also
include applications entered into in the future.

IN CONSIDERATION of the issue by [name of bank] (the "Bank") of a let-
ter of credit (the "Credit") prepared in accordance with an application
which has been entered into by the undersigned, a copy of which is at-
tached hereto and has been signed or initialled by the undersigned, the
undersigned and, if more than one, each of them jointly and severally,
agrees with the Bank as follows:

1. Provision of funds

The undersigned shall provide the Bank with funds for all bills,
drafts, cable and written demands for payments, receipts, acceptances
and guarantees drawn or issued under the Credit (any such instrument
being called a "Bill") by payment of the amounts thereof to the Bank at
the branch named in the application as follows:

(a) in the case of a Bill payable on demand or a sight bill, upon de-
mand by the Bank together with interest from the date of pay-
ment by the Bank at the Bank's appropriate current annual

( rate;

(b) in the case of a Bill other than a sight bill, at least one clear
business day prior to maturity or, if the Bill is not payable at
the place of issue of the Credit, then in time for the funds to
reach the place at which the Bill is payable in the ordinary
course of mail at least one clear business day prior to maturity;

and in every case the undersigned shall provide funds for a Bill payable
in the currency of the place of issue of the Credit by payment in that
currency and the undersigned shall provide funds for a Bill payable in a
foreign currency by payment in the currency of the place of issue of the
Credit at the Bank s current rate of exchange (calculated according to
the Bank's selling rate on the date of demand) for cable transfers in
such foreign currency to the place at which the Bill is payable, or in
such foreign currency by banker's demand draft approved by the Bank.

2. Costs and fees

The undersigned shall pay to the Bank on demand the Bank's pre-
vailing fees, commissions and charges for issuing the Credit, effecting
payment of any bill drawn or issued thereunder, holding any unused
part of the Credit available for drawings and making any amendment to
the Credit at the request of the undersigned, at the rate or rates estab-
lished by the Bank for its customers in its current schedule of charges,
and in such currency as the Bank may determine to be appropriate. The
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Bank may charge all amounts payable to the Bank pursuant to the pro-
visions hereof to any account the undersigned maintains at the Bank.

3. Interest

If the undersigned fails to pay when due any amount payable by the I
undersigned hereunder, then subject to the provisions of any other
agreement in writing between the undersigned and the Bank, the un-
dersigned agrees to pay interest on the daily balance of such amount
calculated and payable monthly not in advance at a variable nominal
rate per annum equal to the Bank's Prime Rale of Interest [plus %
per annum or insert fixed rate per annum] in the currency in which the
undersigned owes payment to the Bank, that rate to be payable from
the date when payment is due until the time when payment is made,
both before and after judgment. For the purposes of this paragraph, the
Prime Rate of Interest in the currency in which the undersigned owes
payment to the Bank shall mean the variable nominal rate of interest
per annum publicly announced by the Bank from time to time as its
prime commercial rate of interest for loans to customers of the Bank in
such currency. If the Bank is required to make payment of the proceeds
of the Credit into court or to otherwise make payment under the Credit (
such payment shall be treated as a demand or request for payment ^
under the Credit and the undersigned's obligation to reimburse the
Bank and pay interest on such payment shall be the same as with any
other payment made under this agreement.

4. Indemnity

The undersigned agrees to indemnify and save harmless the Bank
from all losses, damages, costs, demands, claims, expenses and other
consequences which the Bank may suffer or incur, other than pursuant
to its own negligence or wilful misconduct, as a result of issuing the
Credit or enforcing or protecting the provisions thereof, including with-
out limitation, any legal and other professional expenses reasonably in-
curred by the Bank or its agents or employees, and whether incurred in
defending any action brought against the Bank to compel payment
under the Credit or to restrain the Bank from making payment there- f
under, in any proceedings brought by or on behalf of the beneficiary
under the Credit or the undersigned, or in any proceedings brought by
the Bank against the undersigned, any guarantor of the liabilities of the
undersigned to the Bank, or with respect to the undersigned's or guar-
antor's property charged or pledged to the Bank, for the purpose of
protecting, taking possession thereof, holding or realizing thereon, or (
otherwise in connection therewith.
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5. Security

The undersigned shall give the Bank from time to time security by
way of bills of lading, warehouse receipts, policies or certificates of in-
surance, security under s. 178 of the Bank Act. R.S.C. 1985, c. B-l,and
any other security required by the Bank covering all goods, wares, mer-
chandise and other commodities which may be purchased or shipped
under or by virtue of the credit (the "Goods") and this undertaking
shall be deemed to be a promise to give such security.

6. Insurance

The undersigned shall keep the Goods insured in amounts, against
risks, and in companies satisfactory to the Bank with loss payable to the
Bank and shall deliver the policies or certificates of insurance to the
Bank and in the event that the undersigned fails to keep the Goods in-
sured or the insurance is for any reason unsatisfactory to the Bank, the
Bank may, at the expense of the undersigned, obtain insurance satisfac-
tory to the Bank and any cost incurred by the Bank by reason of so do-
ing shall be paid by the undersigned upon demand therefor.

7. Disposition of Goods

The Bank hereby has and shall have the absolute right and title to
and the unqualified right to the possession and disposal of the Goods,
whether or not released to the undersigned on trust or bailee receipt or
otherwise, and all bills of lading, warehouse receipts, policies or certifi-
cates of insurance and other documents accompanying or relative to any
bill and the proceeds of each and all of the foregoing and shall be enti-
tled to exercise all the rights of the undersigned as unpaid sellers of the
Goods, until such time as all the obligations and liabilities at any time
incurred by the undersigned and any of them to the Bank under or in
connection with the Credit or this agreement as well as all other obliga-
tions and liabilities to the Bank past, present or future incurred by the
undersigned and any of them (all of the aforesaid obligations and liabili-
ties being called the "Obligations and Liabilities'1) have been fulfilled
and paid, the whole being hereby assigned and pledged to the Bank as
security for the fulfilment and payment of the Obligations and Liabili-
ties, and the Bank, whenever it thinks fit, may, without notice to the
undersigned, without prejudice to any of its claims or rights against the
undersigned and at the cost and expense of the undersigned, place the
Goods in charge of any broker, warehouseman or other agent, either
for storage or for sale, and the Bank shall not incur any liability what-
ever for the default of any such broker, warehouseman or other agent.
The undersigned agrees to execute and deliver as necessary such financ-
ing statements and other documents as the Bank may require in order
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to effect, perfect, protect or give notice of the security interest herein
provided in favour of the Bank.

8. Additional security
The undersigned shall from time to time, whenever requested by the f

Bank, give to it additional security satisfactory to it in nature and V
amount, for the Obligations and Liabilities, and the Bank may hold all
property of any kind belonging to the undersigned and any of them at
any time in possession of the Bank or under its control as security for
the fulfilment and payment of the Obligations and Liabilities.

9. Full payment
If the Credit does not specify the unit price of the Goods and does

not state that partial shipments are not permitted, the Bank shall be en-
titled to be paid the full amount of any bill honoured in respect of a par-
tial shipment notwithstanding that it is for an amount that is
disproportionate to the relative partial shipment.

10. Licences

The undersigned shall obtain promptly all necessary permissions and /
licences in respect of the shipping, export and import of the Goods and \
shall comply with all foreign and domestic governmental requirements
with regard thereto, the whole to the exoneration of the Bank, and shall
deliver to the Bank such certificates in respect thereof as it may require
from time to time, and the Bank is hereby released from all liability or
responsibility in connection therewith.

11. Protection of Bank

Any act or omission by the Bank or its employees, agents or corre-
spondents under or in connection with the Credit or any relative docu-
ment, if such act or omission be in conformity with such foreign or
domestic laws, customs or regulations as the Bank or its agents or corre-
spondents may deem to be applicable, shall be binding on the under-
signed and shall not place the banker or its agents or correspondents
under any liability to the undersigned and any person claiming through à
or under the undersigned. \

12. Sale of Goods
Subject to applicable law, the Bank, whenever in its discretion it

deems it necessary for its protection, may, without regard to the matu-
rity of any of the Obligations and Liabilities, without advertisement and /
without notice to the undersigned, sell by public or private sale or both \
or realize in such other manner as the Bank thinks fit all or any of the
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Goods, before or after arrival and whether or not released to the under-
signed on trust or bailee receipt or otherwise, and all or any other secu-
rity held by it, upon such terms and conditions and for such price in
money or other consideration as the Bank thinks fit; and any moneys
received by the Bank as proceeds of any such sale, after deduction of all
fees and expenses in connection therewith, including without limitation
expenses of taking possession of the Goods, holding, repairing, auction-
eering,' processing for disposition and disposing thereof, and the legal
fees and expenses associated therewith, which with interest at the rate
hereinbefore mentioned shall be borne by the undersigned, shall be ap-
plied against the Obligations and Liabilities as the Bank thinks fit and
the undersigned shall remain liable for and shall pay to the Bank on de-
mand the balance of the Obligations and Liabilities.

13. Default

In the event of the breach or non-performance of any of the terms
and conditions contained herein or in the Credit, or in the event of fail-
ure to fulfil or pay at maturity any of the Obligations and Liabilities, or
if the undersigned or any of them or any guarantor of the undersigned
suspend payment or become bankrupt or insolvent or make an assign-
ment for the benefit of creditors or become subject to the provisions of
any bankruptcy or insolvency or winding-up legislation, whether pro-
ceedings thereunder be taken or not, or if proceedings be taken against
the undersigned or any of them or any guarantor of the undersigned for
the appointment of a receiver, manager, receiver-manager or liquida-
tor, or if any attachment is issued against any property of the under-
signed or any of them or any guarantor of the undersigned, then any
and all of the Obligations and Liabilities shall, at the option of the Bank
then or thereafter exercised, become and be immediately due and pay-
able without notice or demand.

14. Agents, etc.

All users of the Credit shall be deemed to be agents of the under-
signed and neither the Bank nor its employees, agents or correspon-
dents shall be responsible for the negligence or fraudulence of any user
of the Credit, for the existence, nature, condition, description, value,
quality or quantity of the Goods, for the packing, shipment, export, im-
port, handling, storage or delivery thereof, or for the safety or preser-
vation thereof at any time, and neither the Bank nor its employees,
agents or correspondents shall be liable for any loss resulting from the
total or partial destruction of or damage to or deterioration or fall in
value of the Goods, or from the delay in arrival or failure to arrive of ei-
ther the Goods or of any of the documents relating thereto, or from the
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inadequacy or invalidity of any document or insurance, or from the per-
formance, default or insolvency of any consignor, insurer, carrier or
other person issuing any documents with respect to the Goods, or from
failure to give or delay in giving notice of arrival of the Goods or any
other notice, or from any error in or misinterpretation of or default or f
delay in the sending, transmission, arrival or delivery of any message, V
whether in cipher or not, by post, telegraph, cable, wireless or other-
wise, and the obligations hereunder of the undersigned to the Bank
shall not be in any way lessened or affected if any bill or document ac-
cepted, paid or acted upon by the Bank or its employees, agents or cor-
respondents is in any or all respects invalid, insufficient, fraudulent or
forged or if any bill or document does not bear a reference or sufficient
reference to the Credit or if no note thereof is made on the Credit. Nei-
ther the Bank nor its employees, agents or correspondents shall be re-
sponsible for the sufficiency, genuineness, falsification, accuracy or
legal effect of any documents relating to the Goods received under or
with respect to the Credit, or for any conditions stipulated in such docu-
ments, or for the consequences arising from any delay or loss or both in
transit of the Credit, or any messages, letters or documents relating
thereto or to the Goods, or from the failure to carry out instructions the /
Bank, its employees, agents or correspondents have transmitted, or for \
any delay or other errors arising in the transmission of any telecommu-
nication or for errors in translation or interpretation of technical terms,
or for consequences arising out of the interruption of business by acts of
God, riots, civil commotions, strikes, lockouts or any other causes be-
yond the control of the Bank.

15. Uniform Customs

Except as the Bank and the undersigned may otherwise expressly
agree, the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits
(1983 Revision), International Chamber of Commerce, Publication No.
400, shall be incorporated herein as part of this agreement and shall ap-
ply to the Credit.

16. Amendments

In the event of any extension of the maturity or time for presentation y
of any bill or any renewal, extension or increase in the amount of the
Credit or any other modification of its terms, this agreement shall con-
tinue in force and apply to the Credit so renewed, extended, increased
or otherwise modified, to any bill, document or property covered
thereby and to any action taken by the Bank or its agents or correspon- ,
dents in accordance with such renewal, extension, increase or other (
modification.
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17. Change in composition and enurement

This agreement shall continue in force and apply notwithstanding any
change for any cause or in any manner whatsoever in the composition
or membership of any firm which is a party hereto or may be a user of
the Credit, and shall be binding upon the undersigned and upon the
heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns of the under-
signed and each of them and shall enure to the benefit of the Bank and
its successors and assigns.

18. No obligation

Nothing herein shall obligate the Bank to issue any Credit at the re-
quest of the undersigned.

19. Rights additional

The rights and powers conferred upon the Bank are in addition to
and without prejudice to any other rights which the Bank may now or
hereafter have and the security provided hereby is in addition to and
without prejudice to any securities of any kind which the Bank may now
or hereafter hold for the account of the undersigned.

20. Further assurances

From time to time on request by the Bank, the undersigned agrees to
do, execute, acknowledge and deliver, or cause to be done, executed,
acknowledged and delivered, all and every such further acts, assign-
ments, agreements, documents and instruments, as the case may be, as
may be required to perfect the security interest of the Bank in the
Goods, whether to enable or facilitate its collection, disposition, real-
ization, enforcement or otherwise and to give effect to this agreement
or to any Credit, and for the purposes of the paragraph, the Bank and
its agents are each constituted the true and lawful attorney of the under-
signed, with full power of substitution, to execute in the name of the un-
dersigned any assignment, instrument, agreement or other document
for the purpose of this agreement or any Credit issued under it and the
power of attorney conferred by this paragraph shall be deemeed to be
coupled with an interest in the subject-matter of the power.

21. Notices

Any notice or document required or permitted by law or this agree-
ment to be given or served on the undersigned shall be sufficiently
served if given personally or if sent by prepaid registered mail to the un-
dersigned or any of them at the most recent address of the undersigned
recorded in the records of the Bank. Any notice shall be deemed to
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have been received the same day if personally served and on the fourth
business day next following where sent by prepaid registered mail.

22. Amendments to agreement

This agreement shall be amended or modified by agreement in writ- i
ing signed by the Bank and the undersigned, provided that any such ^
agreement may be executed in counterpart form.

23. Assignment

This agreement is personal to the undersigned and may not be as-
signed by the undersigned.

DATED this day of ,19 .
[Signature of applicant]

36:3

Agreement for Standby Letter of Credit

IN CONSIDERATION of the issue by [name of bank] (the "Bank") of a ~
standby letter of credit (the "Credit") prepared in accordance with an f
application which has been entered into by the undersigned, a copy of
which is attached hereto and has been signed or initialled by the under-
signed (the "Application"), the undersigned and, if more than one,
each of them jointly and severally, agrees with the Bank as follows:

1. Credit

The undersigned shall have entered or shall enter into a line of credit
agreement with the Bank in an amount satisfactory to the Bank, which
amount shall at least equal the amount of any Credit applied for and all
fees, costs, charges and taxes payable by the undersigned under this
agreement. The Application shall be deemed to authorize the Bank to
advance funds under the line of credit required by this paragraph for
the purpose of meeting the payment obligations of the undersigned
under this agreement, and the amount of any Credit for which an appli- ,
cation is received shall be deducted from the available amount of the (
undrawn line of credit of the undersigned with the Bank and, subject to
any agreement between the undersigned and the Bank, where the un-
dersigned has more than one line of credit, the Bank may elect the line
of credit to which the allocation will be made. In the event payment
under the Credit is made in foreign currency, the undersigned agrees to
pay on demand by the Bank any cost, fee. tax or other charge whatso- (
ever and howsoever incurred with respect thereto.
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2. Costs and fees

The undersigned shall pay to the Bank on demand the Bank's pre-
vailing fees, commissions and charges for issuing the Credit, effecting
payment of any bill drawn or issued thereunder, holding any unused
part of the Credit available for drawings and making any amendment to
the Credit at the request of the undersigned, at the rate or rates estab-
lished by the Bank for its customers in its current schedule of charges,
and in such currency as the Bank may determine to be appropriate. The
Bank may charge all amounts payable to the Bank pursuant to the pro-
visions hereof to any account the undersigned maintains at the Bank.

3. Interest

If the undersigned fails to pay when due any amount payable by the
undersigned hereunder. then subject to the provisions of any other
agreement in writing between the undersigned and the Bank, the un-
dersigned agrees to pay interest on the daily balance of such amount
calculated and payable monthly not in advance at a variable nominal
rate per annum equal to the Bank's Prime Rate of Interest [plus %
per annum or insert fixed rale per annum] in the currency in which the
undersigned owes payment to the Bank, that rate to be payable from
the date when payment is due until the time when payment is made,
both before and after judgment. For the purposes of this paragraph, the
Prime Rate of Interest in the currency in which the undersigned owes
payment to the Bank shall mean the variable nominal rate of interest
per annum publicly announced by the Bank from time to time as its
prime commercial rate of interest for loans to customers of the Bank in
such currency. If the Bank is required to make payment of the proceeds
of the Credit into court or to otherwise make payment under the Credit
such payment shall be treated as a demand or request for payment
under the Credit and the undersigned's obligation to reimburse the
Bank and pay interest on such payment shall be the same as with any
other payment made under this agreement.

4. Indemnity

The undersigned agrees to indemnify and save harmless the Bank
from all losses, damages, costs, demands, claims, expenses and other
consequences which the Bank may suffer or incur, other than pursuant
to its own negligence or wilful misconduct, e1; a result of issuing the
Credit or enforcing or protecting the provisions thereof, including with-
out limitation, any legal and other professional expenses reasonably in-
curred by the Bank and its agents or employees, and whether incurred
in defending any action brought against the Bank to compel payment
under the Credit or to restrain the Bank from making payment there-
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under, in any proceedings brought by or on behalf of any beneficiary
under the Credit or the undersigned, or in any proceedings brought by
the Bank against the undersigned, any guarantor of the liabilities of the
undersigned to the Bank, or with respect to the undersigned's or guar-
antor's property charged or pledged to the Bank, for the purpose of f
protecting, taking possession thereof, holding or realizing thereon, or \
otherwise in connection therewith.

5. Payments

All amounts payable by the undersigned under this agreement shall
be deemed to be advanced under the line(s) of credit required by this
agreement and shall be deemed to be secured by any security given in
respect of such line(s) of credit.

6. Additional security

The undersigned shall from time to time, whenever requested by the
Bank, give to it additional security satisfactory to it in nature and
amount, for the obligations of the undersigned hereunder or under the
Credit (the "Obligations"), and the Bank may hold all property of any
kind belonging to the undersigned and any of them at any time in pos- /
session of the Bank or under its control as security for the fulfilment \
and payment of the Obligations.

7. Protection of Bank

Any act or omission by the Bank or its employees, agents or corre-
spondents under or in connection with the Credit or any relative docu-
ment, if such act or omission be in conformity with such foreign or
domestic laws, customs or regulations as the Bank or its agents or corre-
spondents may deem to be applicable, shall be binding on the under-
signed and shall not place the banker or its agents or correspondents
under any liability to the undersigned and any person claiming through
or under the undersigned.

8. Default

In the event of the breach or non-performance of any terms and con- •
ditions contained herein or in the Credit, or in the event of failure to \
fulfil or pay at maturity any of the Obligations, or if the undersigned or
any of them or any guarantor of the undersigned suspend payment or
become bankrupt or insolvent or make an assignment for the benefit of
creditors or become subject to the provisions of any bankruptcy or in-
solvency or winding-up legislation, whether proceedings thereunder be .
taker» or not, or if proceedings be taken against the undersigned or any (
of them or any guarantor of the undersigned for the appointment of a
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receiver, manager, receiver-manager or liquidator, or if any attachment
is issued against any property of the undersigned or any of them or any
guarantor of the undersigned, then any and all of the Obligations shall,
at the option of the Bank then and thereafter exercised, become and be
immediately due and payable without notice or demand.

9. Agents

All users of the Credit shall be deemed to be agents of the under-
signed and neither the Bank nor its employees, agents or correspon-
dents shall be responsible for the negligence or fraudulence of any user
of the Credit, for the existence, nature, condition, description, value,
quality or quantity of any goods, services or other thing to which the
Credit relates, for the packing, shipment, export, import, handling,
storage or delivery thereof, or for the safety or preservation thereof at
any time, and neither the Bank nor its employees, agents or correspon-
dents shall be liable for any loss resulting from the total or partial de-
struction of or damage to or deterioration or fall in value of any goods,
or from the delay in arrival or failure to arrive of any goods or of any of
the documents relating thereto, or from the inadequacy or invalidity of
any document or insurance, or from the performance, default or insol-
vency of any consignor, insurer, carrier or other person issuing any doc-
uments with respect to any goods, or from failure to give or delay in
giving notice of arrival of any goods or any other notice, or from any er-
ror in or misinterpretation of or default or delay in the sending, trans-
mission, arrival or delivery of any message, whether in cipher or not, by
post, telegraph, cable, wireless or otherwise, and the obligations here-
under of the undersigned to the Bank shall not be in any way lessened
or affected if any bill or document accepted, paid or acted upon by the
Bank or its employees, agents or correspondents is in any or all respects
invalid, insufficient, fraudulent or forged or if any bill or document
does not bear a reference or sufficient reference to the Credit or if no
note thereof is made on the Credit. Neither the Bank nor its employees,
agents or correspondents shall be responsible for the sufficiency, gen-
uineness, falsification, accuracy or legal effect of any documents re-
ceived under or with respect to the Credit, or for any conditions
stipulated in such documents, or for the consequences arising from any
delay or loss or both in transit of the Credit, or any messages, letters or
documents relating thereto, or from the failure to carry out instructions
the Bank, its employees, agents or correspondents have transmitted, or
for any delay or other errors arising in the transmission of any telecom-
munication or for errors in translation or interpretation of technical
terms, or for consequences arising out of the interruption of business by
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acts of God, riots, civil commotions, strikes, lockouts or any other
causes beyond the control of the Bank.

10. Uniform Customs

Except as the Bank and the undersigned may otherwise expressly Ë
agree, the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits ^
(1983 Revision), International Chamber of Commerce, Publication No.
400, shall be incorporated herein as part of this agreement and shall ap-
ply to the Credit.

11. Amendment

In the event any extension of the maturity or time for presentation of
any bill or any renewal, extension or increase in the amount of the
Credit or any other modification of its terms, this agreement shall con-
tinue in force and apply to the Credit so renewed, extended, increased
or otherwise modified, to any bill, document or property covered
thereby and to any action taken by the Bank or its agents or correspon-
dents in accordance with such renewal, extension, increase or other
modification.

12. Change in composition and enurement \

This agreement shall continue in force and apply notwithstanding any
change for any cause or in any manner whatsoever in the composition
or membership of any firm which is a party hereto or may be a user of
the Credit, and shall be binding on the undersigned and on the heirs,
executors, administrators, successors and assigns of the undersigned
and each of them and shall enure to the benefit of the Bank and its suc-
cessors and assigns.

13. No obligation

Nothing herein shall obligate the Bank to issue any Credit at the re-
quest of the undersigned.

14. Rights additional

The rights and powers conferred upon the Bank are in addition to /
and without prejudice to any other rights which the Bank may now or V
hereafter have and the security provided to the Bank is in addition to
and without prejudice to any securities of any kind which the Bank may
now or hereafter hold for the account of the undersigned.

15. Further assurances .

From time to time on request by the Bank, the undersigned agrees to V
do, execute, acknowledge and deliver, or cause to be done, executed,
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acknowledged and delivered, all and even,- such further acts, assign-
ments, agreements, documents and instruments, as the case may be, as
may be required to perfect the security interest of the Bank in any prop-
erty of the undersigned, whether to enable or facilitate its collection,
disposition, realization, enforcement or otherwise and to give effect to
this agreement or to any Credit, and for the purposes of the paragraph,
the Bank and its agents are each constituted the true and lawful attor-
ney of the undersigned, with full power of substitution, to execute in
the name of the undersigned any assignment, instrument, agreement or
other document for the purpose of this agreement or any Credit issued
under it and the power of attorney conferred by this paragraph shall be
deemed to be coupled with an interest in the subject-matter of the
power.

16. Notices

Any notice or document required or permitted by law or this agree-
ment to be given or served on the undersigned shall be sufficiently
served if given personally or if sent by prepaid registered mail to the un-
dersigned or any of them at the most recent address of the undersigned
recorded in the records of the Bank. Any notice shall be deemed to
have been received the same day if personally served and on the fourth
business day next following where sent by prepaid registered mail.

17. Amendments to agreement

This agreement shall be amended or modified by agreement in writ-
ing signed by the Bank and the undersigned, provided that any such
agreement may be executed in counterpart form.

18. Assignment

This agreement is personal to the undersigned and may not be as-
signed by the undersigned.

DATED this day of ,19 .
[Signature of applicant]

36:4

Irrevocable Documentary Letter of Credit

Credit No. [Amount and currency]
[Name of Bank]
[Branch]
[Advising Bank]
[Applicant]
[Date and Place of Expiry]
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[Issue date]

To; [Name and address of seller]

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE STATED HEREIN, THIS CREDIT IS
SUBJECT TO THE UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR ^
DOCUMENTARY CREDITS (1983 REVISION), INTERNA- f
TIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, PUBLICATION NO. 400. V

Dear Sirs: .
At the request of [name of applicant buyer] of [place] we have opened

this irrevocable credit in your favour which is available by your draft(s)
at [sight] drawn on [name of appropriate branch or other bank] for [total
amount of credit in words and currency] covering full [or % of] in-
voice cost of [full description of goods purchased including price and
currency and price basis, e.g., f.o.b., c.i.f., port of shipment, carrier
etc.] to be shipped from [city and country]. Partial shipments [not] per-
mitted. Transhipment [not] permitted. Container shipments [not] per-
mitted. Insurance to be effected by [buyer] covering

Draft(s) must be accompanied by:
[Full set of clean on board marine bills of lading dated not later than
[date] drawn to order of [bank] marked freight prepaid and notify
[name and address of buyer], Canada customs invoices in [number of t
copies]. Commercial invoices in [number of copies] as may be ^
appropriate.]
[Also insert special conditions]

Any draft negotiated under this credit must bear on its face the clause
"Drawn under Credit No. [same as at top of letter] issued by the
[issuing] branch of [name of bank] dated [as at top of letter]" and partic-
ulars thereof must be recorded on the back of this credit by the negoti-
ating bank.

The negotiating bank will [airmail] all documents to us in [two] con-
secutive lots, drafts to be sent to drawee bank.

[For negotiation credit] We hereby engage with drawers, endorsers
and bona fide holders of drafts drawn and negotiated under and in ac-
cordance with the terms of this credit that such drafts will be duly hon-
oured if drawn and negotiated on or before the expiry date noted
above. /

The amount of each draft must be endorsed on the reverse side of the \
credit by the negotiating bank.

Notwithstanding Article 19 of Publication No. 400 of the Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, if the credit expires
during an interruption of business as described in Article 19, the bank
hereby specifically agrees to effect payment if the letter is drawn against /
it within [number] days after resumption of our business. \
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Yours faithfully,
[Authorized Signatures)

36:5

Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit

[IRREVOCABLE] LETTER OF CREDIT NO. [number]
TO : [Name and address of beneficiary)

[Issue date)

Dear Sirs:
At the request of and for the account of our customer, [name and ad-

dress of customer] (the "Customer"), we, [name and address of bank]
(the "Bank") hereby issue to and in favour of [name of beneficiary) our
[irrevocable] Letter of Credit No. [same number as at top of letter) for
an amount not to exceed $ in lawful money of Canada,
which subject to the terms of this Letter of Credit are available to you
[on demand] from time to time and at any time against your draft(s)
drawn on ourselves at sight and accompanied by drawing certificate(s)
in the form appended hereto as Schedule "A" duly signed and appro-
priately completed and on your printed letterhead [which demand we
shall honour without inquiring whether you have a right as between
yourself and the Customer to make such demand and without recogniz-
ing any claims of the Customer or available to you at any time and from
time to time upon written notice for payment being made upon us. Such
demand shall state that such drawings under this Letter of Credit are to
satisfy unperformed obligations of the Customer. We shall honour de-
mand without inquiring whether you have a right as between yourself
and the Customer to make such demand and without recognizing any
claims of the Customer].

Each sight draft accompanied by such drawing certificate and pre-
sented in full compliance with the terms and conditions of this Letter of
Credit will be honoured by our payment of the draft amount in immedi-
ately available funds. If we receive your draft and such drawing certifi-
cate at or before [time] Toronto time on a Business Day, then we will
honour your demand for payment not later than the [second] Business
Day following such receipt. If we receive your draft and such drawing
certificate after [time as above] Toronto time on a Business Day, then
we will honour your demand for payment no later than the [third] Busi-
ness Day following such receipt. "Business Day" means any day other
than Saturday. Sunday, or any other day commercial banks in Toronto,
Ontario are authorized or required to be closed.

Upon receipt of a demand(s) for payment made by you in the form of
demand appended hereto as Schedule "A", which may be sent by re-
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prographic means, the Bank shall, provided such demand or demands
are in compliance herewith, pay to you such amount as may be specified
in such demand or demands in lawful money of Canada.

Partial drawings are permitted under this Letter of Credit up to the
full amount of the Letter of Credit. f

Notwithstanding any reference in this Letter of Credit to other docu-
ments, instruments or agreements or references in such other docu-
ments, instruments or agreements to this Letter of Credit, this Letter of
Credit contains this entire agreement among the Bank, the beneficiary
hereunder and the Customer relating to the obligations of the Bank
hereunder.

This Letter of Credit is transferrable in its entirety (but not in part) to
any transferee who has succeeded you. Transfer of this Letter of Credit
to such transferee shall be effected by the presentation of this Letter of
Credit accompanied by a certificate in a form acceptable to the Bank
acting reasonably.

All draft(s) must be marked on its face "Drawn under [name of bank]
Letter of Credit No. dated [date above]".

Draft(s) and drawing certificate(s) must be presented at our office Io-
cated at [address], Attention , not later than [expiry date] at f
the close of business [or This Letter of Credit will expire on [date] if not
drawn upon us on or before that date in accordance with the foregoing
provisions of this Letter of Credit].
[Notwithstanding anything else contained herein, no drawings are per-
mitted under this Letter of Credit until [dare].]
[It is a provision of this Letter of Credit that it shall be deemed to be au-
tomatically extended from year to year, without amendment, for suc-
cessive periods of one year each from the present or any future
expiration date hereof, unless not less than [number] days prior to the
present or any future expiration we shall notify you in writing, by pre-
paid registered mail at [address of beneficiary], that we elect not to con-
sider this Letter of Credit renewed for any such additional period.
Upon receipt by you of such notice you may draw the full amount here-
under by means of your demand and you shall not be required to de-
liver the drawing certificate in the form appended hereto as Schedule /
"A" but in lieu thereof you shall deliver with your demand a statutory V
declaration declaring, among other things, the amounts that are due to
you or possibly due to you pursuant to the provisions of [agreement and
details], at the time of the making of the said statutory declaration.]

This Letter of Credit is subject to the Uniform Customs and Practice
for Documentary Credits (1983 Revision), International Chamber of /
Commerce, Publication No. 400. Notwithstanding Article 19 of the V
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, if this Letter
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of Credit expires during an interruption of business as described in Arti-
cle 19, the Bank hereby specifically agrees to effect payment if the letter
is drawn against it within [number] days after resumption of our busi-
ness. This Letter of Credit also shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the Province of Ontario and the applicable
laws of Canada except to the extent that such laws are inconsistent with
the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits.

DATED at this day of , 19 .
[Name of Bank]

Schedule "A"
FORM OF DEMAND

(DRAWING CERTIFICATE)
TO : [Name and address of Bank]

Attention: Loan Accounting Department
Dear Sirs:

The undersigned refers to your Letter of Credit No. is-
sued by you in respect of [name and address of applicant in respect of
whom issued] and bearing issue date , and makes demand in
the aggregate amount of $ in lawful money of Canada. The
undersigned certifies that (a) such amount is being demanded pursuant
to the terms of a [agreement and details], and (b) the persons whose
names appear below are duly authorized signing officers of [name of
beneficiary] for the purpose of making this demand.

DATED this day of ,19 .
[Signature of beneficiary]
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SAMPLE

XXXXXXC CO.
XXXXHX
XXXXXX

DEAR S::RS,

RE : OWR IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT NO,

61

WE
EF
FOR A
AVAI:
WHEN

HERI1BY

AVAILABLE

ESTABLISH OUR IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT
EFFECTIVE FROM IN YOUR FAVOUR FOR ACCOUNT OF

UM NOT EXCEEDING USD (UNITED STATES )
BY YOUR DRAFT[S) AT SIGHT DRAWN ON

ACCOMPANIED BY THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENT :

YQUR SIGNED STATEMENT CERTIFYING THAT THE AMOUNT OF YOUR
.WING IS DUE AND OWING AND THAT THIRTY (éO) DAYS HAVE

ALL D:

SED FROM THE DATE OF TEE BILLINGS OF

TS DRAWN UNDER THIS CREDIT MUST BE MARKED "DRAWN UNDER'
IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER OF CREDIT NO.

DATED -!

PARTIAL DRAWINGS ARE PERMITTED.

WE HERE3Y AGREE WITH BONAFIDE HOLDERS THAT ALL SIGHT DRAFTS DRAWN
UNDER A 3D IN COMPLIANCE WITH TEE TERMS OF THIS CREDIT SHALL BE
DULY HO!3OURED UPON PRESENTATION AND DELIVERY OF THE DOCUMENTS AS
SPECIFIC AT OUR OFFICE ON OR BEFORE

THIS
DOCU]
COMMERC;

CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR
DOCUMENTARY CREDITS (1983 REVISION, INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF

•#PARIS, FRANCE, PUBLICATION NO. 400).

YOURS TRULY,

AUTHORISED SIGNATURE AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
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S T R I P BOND
INVESTMENT INFORMATION. STATEMENT
DcALcno
ASSOCIATION
OF CANADA
This In formation Statement Is being provided as required by securldes regulatory authorities In Canada to describe certain attribijtes
of strip bonds.
Strip Bonds

In this Information Statement the term "strip bond'.'refers to an interest in either® the principal amouni payable or (ii) an inte -est
amountpayable in respectof a debtsecurily issued or guaranteed by theGovernmeniof Canada.aprovlnceof Canada or any fore
country orpolltical division thereof. (Pleasenote that in Quebec, only strip bonds inrespect of debt securities issued or guarani
by the Go vemment of Canada or a province of Canada are eligible for exemption from the registration and prospectus requlrem
of the Securities Act, in M&nhoba the exemption Js JJmlted to those government issues set forth in Section 19(2)a of the Securities
Act and In British Columbia the exemption is limited to bonds, debentures or other evidence of indebtedness of or guarantee* by
the government of Canadaor aprovlnce of Canada ora country or political subdivision of a country recognized by the Commis:
in an order made under section 32(a)(l.l) of the Securities Act (British Columbia)).

sed

ion

or
uch
trip
uch

Strip bonds may be purchased in the form of interest coupons, residues (principal amount after interest coupons arc removec
deposit receipts or certificates representing an Interest in such instruments or representing an undivided Interest in a pool of s
instruments. Strip bonds entitle- the holder to the payment In the future of a fixed amount without inteiest. In this respect', <
bonds are different from conventional debt securities and purchasers of strip bonds should be aware of the special attributes of
instruments as described in this Information Statement,

Price Volatility

The market price of a strip bond is significantly mow volatile tl?a« Us price of a conventional interest bearing debtsecurity • vith
the same credit risk and term to maturity. The primary reason for such volatility is the fact that no Interest is pajd in respect of
asu-ipbondpriortoiumaturity. There Is, therefore,noopportuoity to reinvest Interestpaymentsatprevaillngratesorintar est
prior lo maturity. Without this reinvestment opportunity, the fluctuation In market price of strip bonds Increases. The pure lase
price or present value of a strip bond is determined by discounting the amount of the payment to be received on thepaymeni late
by the appropriate interest rate or yield factor.

The table below compares changes in the prices of strip bonds and conventional interest bearing securities. To illustrate, jn a
hypothetical basis, the difference In price fluctuation according to different prevailing interest rate levels, a 5 and 20 year $1 000
face amount conventional debt security bearing interest at 10% paid semi-annualiy and a 5 and 20 year $1,000 face amount trip
bond priced to yield 10% are used as examples.

It should be noted that the longer the term to maturity of tbe strip bond, tbe more volatile the market price is apt tc be.

Market Price Volatility
(expressed as a percentage of face amount)

Price with Rate % Price Price with Rate %
Market Price Market Yield Drop to 7% Change Increase to 13% Ch nge

10%
5 Year Bond 100.00 10.00 U2.47 +12.47 89.22 -10.78

5 Yew Bond
Residue or Bearer Coupon 61.39 10,00 70.89 +1S.47 " 53.27 -13.2

10%

20 Year Bond 100.00 10.00 132.03 +32.03 78.78 -21(22

20 Yew Bond

Residue «Bearer Coupon 14.20 10.00 25.26 +77.89 8.05 -43,;
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_ Secondary Market and Liquidity

Strip bonds do not trade in Canada in an auction market similar to shares listed on a stock exchange. Strip bonds trad© in dealer
or over-the-counter markets as is the case for most conventional debt securities. Certain strip bonds that are available in Canada

I are offered by groups of investment dealers orfinancial institutions which may make markets for the strip bonds they offer bu : are
not obligated to do so. There can be no assurance that a market for particular strip bonds will be available at any given Um<. In
such ctrcumslances purchasers may have to hold their strip bond to maturity to realize their investment.

£ Custodial Arrangements

M Purchasers may take delivery of strip bonds in four forms:

™ 1. A deposit receipt or certificate issued by a custodian where the receipt or certificate represents a segregated
underlying coupon or residue held by the custodian (alter-ego receipt);

| 2. A deposit receipt or certificate issued by a custodian where thereceipt'or certificate represents an undivided int :rest
in a pool of coupons or residues held by the custodian or in interest or principal payments to be made in respect of
an underlying security held by the custodian (non alter-ego receipts); or

3. A book-entry position created by The Canadian Depository for Securities Limited (CDS) which represents an
undivided interest in an interest or a principal payment to be made in respect of an underlying debt security he:

I
4. In limited circumstances physical delivery of the actual coupon or residue (in specie).

I Each of these categories has different characteristics:

dby

1. Alter-ego receipts may entitle the holder to take physical delivery of the underlying coupon or residue. If ti e
purchaser opts to take physical delivery, he should be aware of the high risks associated with holding a bearer sec urity
which cannot be replaced. The purchaser also should be aware that the secondary market for physical strip bjonds
may be more limited than for oùier forms of strip bonds, due to the risks involved,

2. For alter-ego receipts and non alter-ego receipts, fully registered certificates may be available to the purchas sr on
request. Where registered certificates are not available under the custodial arrangements for the strip bond, the

I
I
I

purchaser will receive periodic statements showing the securityposition from his investmentdcalerorother financial

institution.
3. Holders of non alter-ego receipts and book-entry positions are not entitled to take physical delivery of the under ;

• . coupon or residue, except in cases where specifically allowed by the custodial arrangements.
4. Holders of non alter-ego receipts and book-entry positions may be limited in their right to enforce the terms 6f the

I
debt instrument directly against the issuer. Further, such holders may have their rights under applicable cust odial

agreements affected by a specified majority of the holders thereof at meetings called for such purposes. At such
meetings, voting rights may be allocated to holders of all strip bond components based on a formula specified i n the
custodial agreement. Each purchaser should review the relevant custodial arrangements and his rights thereu ider.

• The facilities of CDS are available for custody and settlement of strip bonds for any institution which has deposited its bonds with
CDS or has taken delivery of them through CDS.

I In some cases the bonds which have been stripped are redeemable or callable prior to maturity, Purchasers of strip bonds rel îting
to interest coupons derived from bonds that are callable or redeemable should satisfy themselves that the interest coupons djo not
relate to interest payment dales that may occur after the bond's earliest call or redemption date.

I 2

I
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Canadian Income Tax Summary

Purchasers of strip bonds should consult their own tax advisors for advice relating to their particular circumstances The
Canadian federal Income tax consequences of purchasing strip bonds are complex. The following summary is intern ed to
be a general commentary on the attributes ofstrip bonds under thelncomeTax Act (Canada) ('Tax Act") and theregUh (Ions
thereunder ("Regulations") Tor purchasers who an not traders or dealers in securities or strip bonds.

Qualified Investments

Strip bonds relating to debt securities that arc issued or guaranteed by the Government of Canada or aprovi ice of
Canada are "qualified investments" eligible for purchase by trusts governed by registered retirement savings plan:
("RRSP's"), registered retirement income funds and deferred profit sharing plans and for certain charitable
institutions.

Annual Taxation

Revenue Canada has indicated lhat purchasers ofstrip bonds will be treated as having purchased a "prescribed debt
obligation" within the meaning of the Regulations, Accordingly a purchaser will be required to include in income pa an
annual basis a notional amount of interest notwithstanding that no interest will bave been paid orrecei ved (see chart below).
Generally, if the strip bond is held lo maturity, the aggregate amount of notional interest will be equal to the difference
between the face amount of the strip bond and the price for which it was purchased. The major advantages of
instruments, therefore, accrue to non-taxable accounts, such as self-directed RRSP's, pension funds and charitie:

The table below sets out an example of a taxable individual investor resident in Canada who purchases at a cost of $1,88
$5,000 bearer coupon or bond residue due in 10 years to yield 10.00% and holds tbc instrument to maturity.

Accrued Taxable
Income

Tax
Liability

Purchase $5,000 10 year
coupon or bond residue
Jan. 2/90 to yield 10%

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/90

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding (i.e. purchase
price plus accrued taxable
income)

Taxable income inclusion
Doc. 31/91

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

S J,884.45

$193.15

$92.71-

$2.077.60

S212.95

5102.22

S2.290.56

these

.45 a
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Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/92

Accrued Taxable
Income

$234.78

Tax
Liability

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding 52,525.34

$112,70

I
I
1
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/93

Tax liability ftt 48%

Base for interest
compounding

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/94

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/95

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/96

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/97

Tax liability m 48%

Base for interest
compound ing

$2,784.19

$3,069.59

$3,384.20

$3.731.08

$4,11331

$258.85

$285.38

$314.63

$346.88

$382.44

$124.25

$136.98

$151.02

$166.50

$183.57

0 7. 1 S. 9 ? 1 0 : 0 1 AM P 0 5
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Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/98

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

Taxable income inclusion
Dec. 31/99

Tax liability at 48%

Base for interest
compounding

TOTALS

Accrued Taxable
Income

$421.64

Tax
Liability

$202.38

$4,535.15

S464.85

66

$223.13

$3,115,55 $1,495.46

The following table sets out an example of the income tax treatment for a taxable individual investor resident in Canada who &••
the bearer coupon or bond residue prior to maturity.

Income Subject to
Taxation

Purchase $5,000 10 year
coupon January/90 to
yield 10%

Sell (now 8 year) 55,000
bearer coupon Januwy
1/92 to yield 9%

Accrued interest at 10%
-1990
-1991

Tax on accrued interest at 48%
•1990
-1991

Base for capital gain
($1,884.45+ $406.11)

Taxable capital gain**
[($2,472.35-$2.290.56)x3/4]

Capital Gain Exemption***

Total taxes payable

Tax
Liability

$1,884.45

$2,472.35*

$193.16
$212.95

$92.71
$102.22

$2,290.56

$136.34

Nil $194.93

0 7. 16. 9 5 1 0 : 0 1 AM P06
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* The resale price of $2,472.35 is a hypothetical assumption.
** Based on the capital gains inclusion rate for a sale occurring after 1989.
*** Assuming the 5100,000 lifetime exemption has not been fully utilized. Based on maximum tax rate in Ontario rou

to next 1%.
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Disposition Prior to Maturity

Upon me disposition of asuipbond prie? umatiuity,pujFChaserswin be ̂
the amount of the notional interest accrued to date that has not been previously included in the purchaser's income. If the anv mnt
received on such a disposition exceeds the total of the purchase price and the amount of interest accrued and included in his incc me,
the excess will be treated as a capital gain. If the amount received on disposition is less than the aggregate of the cost and acci ucd
income includedln income, the difference will be treated as capital loss. Generally, for dispositions after 1989 an individual will
include three quarters of a capital gain or loss in determining his taxable income. Taxable capital gains of an individual (other
thanmosttmsts) may be eligible, within certain limits andsubjecttocertainifestrictions.forthecumulativecapltal gains exemption.
The Tax Act imposes a minimum personal income tax that may result in individuals paying tax on a portion of the capital g uns
realized, including gains that are eligible for the capital gains exemption.

Non-Residents of Canada

Non-residents of Canada for the purposes of the Tax Act who purchase strip bonds relating to debt securities that are issued or
guaranteed by the Government of Canada or a province of Canada after April 15,1966 will not be liable for income tax in Canada
(including withholding tax) on any amounts paid or credited with respect to the strip bonds if such purchasers do not use or hold
the strip bonds in carrying on business in Canada and their sole connection with Canada is the acquisition and ownership of strip
bonds.

December 1991.

GREEN LINE INVESTOR SERVICES

For more information or to place an order, call your nearest Green Line office toll free:

The Investment Dealers Association of Canada is the national self-regulatory organization of the securiti
industry. The Association's role i9 to foster efficient capital markets by encouraging participation in the savings a
investment process, and by ensuring the Integrity of the marketplace.
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Issuer
Tfr Sugg Client SA Annual Quantity

Maturity Price Yield Gomm Price Yield Yield Available ISM #

CAN
CAN
SAS
AGT
HQ
SAS
HQ
CAN
SAS
CDA
ONT
QUE
SAS
CAN
PEI

PG-Read

C Sep-0l-95
R 8ep«l5-95
C Sep-17-95
C Sep-26-95
C Sep-30-95
C Oct-10-95
C Nov-15-95
R Dec-15~95
C Feb-21~96
C Jun-01-96
C Juri-02-96
R Jun-18-96
C Sep-17-96
C Oct-01-96
C Nov-26-96

Edit Form
> Read

99.236
98.995
93.946
98.795
98.709
98.543
97.914
97.438
96.171
94.546
94.499
93.995
92.597
92.455
91.371

30
40

Forward

.39 0,10

.39 0.10

.48 0.10

.45 0.20

.54 0.25

.50 0.30

.53 0

.44 0

.70 0.40

.62 0.40

.66 0.40

.96 0.50

.85 0.50

.77 0.55

.95 0.60
Help

99.486
99.245
99.196
99.045
98.959
98.843
98.314
97.838
96.571
95.046
94.999
94.495
93.147
93.05-:
91.971
Page

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Read

RAE&ÎIPSKÏE
ESTVESTTVIENT
COUNSELING
Suit© SDS, tO1 Frotferfcft Stroat
KJîchener, Oniarlo N2H 6R2

4.
5,
5.

4.289
4.789
.931
.099
.260

£.146
5.259
5.414
5.973
5.982
6.023
6.347
6.304
6.191
6.425
Reply

950/000
670,162
13,200
104,178
43,250

0
15,200
950,000
62,400
841,015
320,047
91,000

171,770
701,143
103,200
Save

M41122
M2207Ç
M7377
M7377
M0267
M7381
M8062
M4009
M7390
M2203
M6196
M8549
M7388
M4312
M6509
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Issuer
Tfr Sugg Client SA

Maturity Price Yield Camm Price Yield
Annual Quantity
Yield Available ISM #

IOH
BC
SAS

ICAN
OH
SAS

IBC
CAN
QUE

-ONT
KAN
•SAS
OH

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

C NOV-
C Feb-
C Apr-
C Jun-
C Aug-
C Jan-
C Feb-
C Mar-
C Jun-
C Sep-
C Apr-
C Apr-
C Nov-
C Mar-
C Apr-

Edit
> Next

26-96
23-97
10-97
01-97
03-97
•03-98
23-98
•15-98
•26-98
•08-98
01-99
•10-99
•26-99
•08-00
10-00
Form

91.405
89.S16
88.415
87.918
86.706
83.886
83.299
83.091
79.979
79.527
76.267
75.369
71.627
70.014
69.383

.92 0.70

.07 0.70

.27 0.70

.02 0.70

.12 0.70

.29 0.70

.17 0.70

.10 0.70

.76 0.70

.44 0.70

.46 0.70

.74 0.70

.82 0.70

.84 0.70

.89 0.70
Forward Help

92.105
90.216
89.115
88.618
87.406
84.586
83.999
83.791
80.679
80.227
76.967
76.069
72.327
70.714
70.083
Page

0.00
6.57
6.80
6.58
6.71
6.94
6.84
6.77

,45
.15
,20
,48
,59

7.62
7.67

Read

RAE&UFSKIB
INVESTMENT,
COUNSELING

, Ontario N2H6B2

6.308
6.673
6.913
6.690
6.825
7.060
6.953
6.888
.591
.278

7.333
7.621
7.731
7.761
7.815
Reply

7
7

417f950
677,490
26,875
950,000
48,606
29,112

297,850
950,000
450,000
950,000
950,000

48,475
882,000
950,000
178,217
Save

M6085 3
M91209
M7382*L
M2204J4
M615S2
M7359B
M91211
M4138)
M02877
M6172
M431-3
M7382
M6094
M6173J2
M7382Î7

D 7
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Issuer
Tfr Sugg Client SA

Maturity Price Yield Contm Price Yield
Annual Quantity
Yield Available ISM #•

BC
OH
CDA
AMF
BC
OH
CAN
BC
OH
CAN
BC
ONT
MAN
CAN
SAS

PG-Read

C Jun-
C Decs-
R Feb-
R Jun-
C Aug-
C Feb-
C Jun-
C Feb-
C May-
R Feb-
C Aug-
C Sep-
C Mar-
R Mar-
C Apr-

Edit
> Next

21-00
24-00
01-01
15-01
23-01
06-02
01-02
23-03
26-03
01-04
23-04
15-04
05-05
01-05
10-05
Form

68.659
65.700
65.573
63.202
62.095
39.110
58.534
55.263
53.155
50.873
48.029
46.961
45.121
46.818
44.430
Forward

.79 0.70

.89 0.70

.77 0.70

.92 0.70

.97 0.70

.19 0.70

.95 0.70

.96 0.70

.21 0.70

.08 0.70
0.70
0.70
0.70

.05 0.70

.52 0.80
Help

.23

.43

.44

69.359
66.400
66.273
63.902
62.795
59.810
59.234
55.963
53.855
51.673
43.829
47.761
45.921
47.618
45.230
Page

7.58
7.69
7.57
7.73
7.78
8.01
7.77
7.79
8.04
7.89
8.04
8.24
8.25
7.87
8.33

Read

RAE&UPSKIE
INVESIMENfT
COUNSELING
Suite 508,101 Frederick Street
Kitchener, Ontario N2K 6R2

7.
7,
7,

7.719
7.834
,718
.880
934

8.167
7.925
7.944
8.202
8.045
8.202
8.407
8.419
8.021
8.501
Reply

14,680
69,200
950,000
730,330
950,000
53,500
950,000
386,335
108,950
950,000
650,340
217,830
96,700
576,600
47,625
Save

M89746
M60029
M0210
M3054
M9121
M6130
M22023
M91221
M60957
M22422
M9122
M6195
M6000
M02123
M73837
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Tfr Sugg Client SA Annual Quantity
Issuer Maturity Price Yield Comm Price Yield Yield Available ISM #

71

CAN
OH
SAS
BC
OH
OH
BC
CAN
OH
BC
OH
BC
CAN
OH
CDA

PG-Read

R Mar-
C May-
C Apr-
C Fob-
C May-
C Nov
C Feb-
C Sep'
C May
C Feb'
C May
C Feb-
C Jun-
C Out-
C Jun-

Edit
Next

-01-06
•26-06
-10-07
-23-08
-26-09
-26-09
-23-10
-15-10
-26-11
-23-12
-26-12
-23-13
-01-14
-15-14
-01-15
Form

43.177
40.110
36.714
34.917
30.209
28.932
29.052
28.438
25.842
24.214
24.586
21.636
20.448
18.008

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9

18.834 8
Forward

.07 0.80

.60 0.80
0.80
0.80

.83 0.80

.83 0.80

.65 0.80

.47 0.80

.72 0.80

.73 0.80

.50 0.80

.89 0.80
0.80
0.80

.73

.53

.59

.11

.58 0.80
Help

43.977
40.910
37.514
35.717
31.009
29.732
29.852
29.238
26.642
25.014
25.386
22.436
21.248
18.808
19.634
Page

7.89
8.41
8.54
8.34
8.63
8.63
8.46
8.28
8.52
8.53
8.30
8.68
8.38
8.88
8.36

Read

RAE&UFSKTE
INVESTMENT
COUNSELING
Snlta 908,101 Frederick Street
KilchonBr, Ontario N2H 6R2

8.045
8.586
8.722
8.518
8.821
8.820
8.637
8.453
8.703
8.709
8.476
8.866
9.556
9.074
8.540
Reply

950,000
950,000
31,125

471,550
699,750
950,000
270,450
262,550
950,000
950,000
547,500
446,850
862,718
196,950
950,000
Save

M40529
M61032
M7384JL
M9123

M61Û8
M9123&
M414OJ7
M6108
M9123
M6080k
M91241
M2214Q
M2220
M22142
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Tfr Sugg Client SA Annual Quantity
Issuer Maturity Price Yield Comm Price Yield Yield Available ISM #

MA
OH
CDA
OH
OH
CAN
OH
ONT *U
ALT *O
B
LOB

C
C

c
c
c
c
c
R
R
C

c

Mar-05-16
May-26-17
Dec-01-17
Nov-26-18
Apr-lS-20
Jun-01-21
May-26~23
Oat-01-97
Apr-01-00
MaylS-OS
Nov-23-15

16.005
14.268
15.265
12.427
10.979
11.489

8.314
87.957
75.295
43.784
15,336

9.08
9.11
8.58
9.13
9.13
8.54
9.13
5.92
6.13
8.59
9.43

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.70
0.95
0.70
0.60

16.805
15.068
16.065
13.227
11.779
12.289
9.114
88.657
75.995
44.484
16.136

8.84
8.85
8.34
8.85
8.84
8.27
8.79
5.55
5.93
8.42
9.17

9.031
9.048
8.519
9.050
9.031
8.443
8.981
5.626
6.015
8.598
9.382

108,002
651,500
308/450
108,250
363,000
950,000
579,500
950,000
804,250
222,909
67,250

M60143
M61227
M2206L
M61244
M22220
M22068
M61276
M61911 F
M30SSO 10
M59412
M8781L

Edit Form
PG-Read > Read

Forward Help Pago Read Reply Save

RAE&IIPSKIE
INVESTMENT
COUNSEL INC
Suite fiO& 101 Frederic* Street
ft Ontario N2H6R2

I
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Sec. 12(1)(z.1):
Sec. 12(1)(z.2):
Sec. 20(1 )(ss):
Sec. 20(1 )(tt):
Sec. 39:
Sec. 75(3):
Sec. 107.3:
Sec. 107.3(2):
Sec. 107.3(3):
Sec. 107.3(4):
Sec. 127.41:
Sec. 149(1)(z):
Sec. 211.6:
Sec. 211.6(2):
Sec. 211.6(3):
Sec. 248(1):
Sec. 248(1):
Sec. 250(7):

References - Income Tax Act

Mining reclamation trusts
Dispositions of interests in mining reclamation trusts
Mining reclamation trusts
Acquisition of interests in mining reclamation trusts
Meaning of capital gain and capital loss
Exceptions
Treatment of beneficiaries under mining reclamation trusts
Transfers to beneficiaries
Ceasing to be a mining reclamation trust
Application
Part XII.4 tax credit
Mining reclamation trust
Charging provision
Computation of income
Return
"Cost amount"
"Mining reclamation trust"
Residence of a mining reclamation trust



SECTION 12: Income inclusions.

(1) There shall be included in computing the income of a taxpayer for a taxation year as
income from a business or property such of the following amounts as are applicable:

(z.1) Mining reclamation trusts.—the total of all amounts received by the taxpayer
in the year as a beneficiary under a mining reclamation trust, whether or not such
amounts are included because of subsection 107.3(1) in computing the taxpayer's
income for any taxation year; and

(z.2) Dispositions of interests in mining reclamation trusts.—the total of all amounts
each of which is the consideration received by the taxpayer in the year for the
disposition to another person or partnership of all or part of the taxpayer's interest
as a beneficiary under a mining reclamation trust, other than consideration that is
the assumption of a mining' reclamation obligation in respect cf the trust.

SECTION 20: Deductions permitted in computing income from business or property.

(1) Notwithstanding paragraphs 18(1)(a), (b) and (h), in computing a taxpayer's income
for a taxation year from a business or property, there may be deducted such of the
following amounts as are wholly applicable to that source or such part of the following
amounts as may reasonably be regarded as applicable thereto:

(ss) Mining reclamation trusts.—a contribution made in the year by the taxpayer
to a mining reclamation trust under which the taxpayer is a beneficiary; and

(tt) Acquisition of interests in mining reclamation trusts.—the consideration paid
by the taxpayer in the year for the acquisition from another person or partnership
of all or part of the taxpayer's interest as a beneficiary under a mining reclamation
trust, other than consideration that is the assumption of a mining reclamation
obligation in respect of the trust.

SECTION 39: Meaning of capital gain and capital loss.

(1) For the purposes of this Act,

(a) a taxpayer's capital gain for a taxation year from the disposition of any
property... of the taxpayer other than

(v) an interest of a beneficiary under a mining reclamation trust;
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SECTION 75(2): Revokable Trust

(3) Exceptions. Subsection (2) does not apply to property held in a taxation year

(c.1) by a mining reclamation trust;

Amalgamations:

87(2)0.93) Mining reclamation trusts.—for the purposes of paragraphs 12(1)(z.1) and
(z.2) and 20(1)(ss) and (tt) and sections 107.3 and 127.41, the new corporation shall be
deemed to be the same corporation as, and a continuation of, each predecessor
corporation;

Trusts:

SECTION 107.3: Treatment of beneficiaries under mining reclamation trusts.

(1) Where a taxpayer is a beneficiary under a mining reclamation trust in a taxation year
of the trust (in this subsection referred to as the "trust's year") that ends in a particular
taxation year of the taxpayer,

(a) subject to paragraph (b), the taxpayer's income, non-capital loss and net
capital loss for the particular year shall be computed as if the amount of the
income or loss of the trust for the trust's year from any source or from sources in
a particular place were the income or loss of the taxpayer from that source or from
sources in that particular place for the particular year, to the extent of the portion
thereof that can reasonably be considered to be the taxpayer's share of such
income or loss; and

(b) where the taxpayer is non-resident at any time in the particular year and an
income or loss described in paragraph (a) or an amount to which paragraph
12(1)(z.1) or (z.2) applies would not otherwise be included in computing the
taxpayer's taxable income or taxable income earned in Canada, as the case may
be, notwithstanding any other provision of this Act the income, the loss or the
amount shall be attributed to the carrying on of business in Canada by the
taxpayer through a fixed place of business located in the province in which the
mine to which the trust relates is situated.

(2) Transfers to beneficiaries. Where property of a mining reclamation trust is transferred
at any time to a beneficiary under the trust in satisfaction of all or any part of the
beneficiary's interest as a beneficiary under the trust,

(a) the trust shall be deemed to have disposed of the property at that time for
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proceeds of disposition equal to its fair market value at that time; and

(b) the beneficiary shall be deemed to have acquired the property at that time at
a cost equal to its fair market value at that time.

(3) Ceasing to be a mining reclamation trust. Where a trust ceases at any time to be a
mining reclamation trust,

(a) the taxation year of the trust that would otherwise have included that time shall
be deemed to have ended at that time and a new taxation year of the trust shall
be deemed to have begun immediately after that time;

(b) the trust shall be deemed to have disposed immediately before that time of
each property held by the trust immediately after that time for proceeds of
disposition equal to its fair market value at that time and to have reacquired
immediately after that time each such property for an amount equal to that fair
market value;

(c) each beneficiary under the trust immediately before that time shall be deemed
to have received at that time from the trust an amount equal to the percentage of
the fair market value of the properties of the trust immediately after that time that
can reasonably be considered to be the beneficiary's interest in the trust; and

(d) each beneficiary under the trust shall be deemed to have acquired immediately
after that time an interest in the trust at a cost equal to the amount deemed by
paragraph (c) to have been received by the beneficiary from the trust.

(4) Application. Subsection 104(13) and sections 105 to 107 do not apply to a trust with
respect to a taxation year during which it is a mining reclamation trust.

Computation of Tax - All Taxpayers:

SECTION 127.41: Part XII.4 tax credit.

(1) In this section, the Part XII.4 tax credit of a taxpayer for a particular taxation year
means the total of

(a) all amounts each of which is an amount determined by the formula

A x B
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where

A is the tax payable under Part XII.4 by a mining reclamation trust for a
taxation year (in this paragraph referred to as the "trust's year") that ends in the
particular year,

B is the amount, if any, by which the total of all amounts in respect of the trust
that were included (otherwise than because of being a member of a partnership)
because of the application of subsection 107.3(1) in computing the taxpayer's
income for the particular year exceeds the total of all amounts in respect of the
trust that were deducted because of the application of subsection 107.3(1) in
computing such income, and

C is the trust's income for the trust's year, computed without reference to
subsections 104(4) to (31) and sections 105 to 107, and

(b) in respect of each partnership of which the taxpayer was a member, the total
of all amounts each of which is the amount that can reasonably be considered to
be the taxpayer's share of the relevant credit in respect of the partnership and, for
this purpose, the relevant credit in respect of a partnership is the amount that
would, if a partnership were a person and its fiscal period were its taxation year,
be the Part XII.4 tax credit of the partnership for its taxation year that ends in the
particular year.

SECTION 149: Miscellaneous exemptions.

(1) No tax is payable under this Part on the taxable income of a person for a period when
that person was

(z) Mining reclamation trust—a mining reclamation trust.

PART XII.4
Tax on Mining Reclamation Trusts

SECTION 211.6: Charging provision.

(1) Every trust that is a mining reclamation trust at the end of a taxation year shall pay a
tax under this Part for the year equal to 28% of its income under Part I for the year.

Sec. 211.6(2)
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(2) Computation of income. For the purpose of subsection (1), the income under Part
I of a mining reclamation trust shall be computed as if this Act were read without
reference to subsections 104(4) to (31) and sections 105 to 107.

Sec. 211.6(3)

(3) Return. Every trust that is a mining reclamation trust at the end of a taxation year shall
file with the Minister on or before the day that is 90 days after the end of the year a return
for the year under this Part in prescribed form containing an estimate of the amount of
tax payable under this Part for the year by the trust.

Sec. 211.6(4)

(4) Payment of tax. Each trust shall pay in respect of each taxation year to the Receiver
General its tax payable under this Part for the year on or before the day that is 90 days
after the end of the year.

Sec. 211.6(5)

(5) Provisions applicable to Part. Subsections 150(2) and (3), sections 152,158 and 159,
subsections 161(1) and (11), sections 162 to 167 and Division J of Part I apply to this
Part, with such modifications as the circumstances require.

Definitions: Section 248:

"cost amount"—"cost amount" to a taxpayer of any property at any time means, except
as expressly otherwise provided in this Act,

(e.2) where the property is an interest of a beneficiary under a mining reclamation
trust, nil,

"mining reclamation trust"—"mining reclamation trust" at any time means a trust resident
in a province and maintained at that time for the sole purpose of funding the reclamation
of a mine in the province, where the first contribution to the trust was made after 1991,
no amount was distributed before February 23,1994 from the trust and the maintenance
of the trust is or may become required under the terms of a contract entered into with Her
Majesty in right of Canada or the province or is or may become required pursuant to a
law of Canada or the province, but does not include a trust

(a) where that contract was not entered into or that law was not enacted, as the
case may be, on or before the later of

(i) the day that is one year after the day the trust was created, and
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(ii) January 1, 1996,

(b) that relates to the reclamation of a mine that at that time is a clay pit (other
than a kaolin pit), a deposit of peat, a gravel pit, a peat bog, a sand pit, a shale pit
or a stone quarry or that relates to the reclamation of a well,

(c) that is not maintained at that time to secure the mining reclamation obligations
of one or more persons or partnerships that are beneficiaries under the trust,

(d) that at that time has a trustee other than

(i) Her Majesty in right of Canada or the province, or

(ii) a corporation resident in Canada that is licensed or otherwise
authorized under the laws of Canada or a province to carry on in Canada
the business of offering to the public its services as trustee,

(e) that borrows money at that time,

(f) that acquired at that time any property that is not described in any of
paragraphs (a), (b) and (f) of the definition "qualified investment" in section 204,

(g) that did not comply with prescribed conditions at that time, or

(h) that was at any previous time not a mining reclamation trust;

SECTION 250(7): Residence of a Mining Reclamation Trust

For the purposes of this Act, where a trust resident in Canada would be a mining
reclamation trust at any time if it were resident at that time in the province in which the
mine to which the trust relates is situated, the trust shall be deemed to be resident at that
time in that province and in no other province.


